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GEORGE CAMERON COGGINS,*
ANNE FLEISHEL HARRIS**

The Greening of American
Law?:*** The Recent Evolution of

Federal Law for Preserving Floral
Diversity
ABSTRACT
Thousands of plant species in the United States are in danger of
extinction due to the impact of human activities on naturalenvironments. This article presents evidence that although international
treatiesandfederal statutesprovide potentially effective mechanisms
for the protection of individual plant species, inadequacies in the
treaties and statutes themselves and lack of administrative support
for their implementation limit their effectiveness as plant protection
tools. It arguesfurther that the focus on the preservationof individual
species is too narrow, and that effective protection offloral diversity
will require an emphasis on the protection of habitat of vulnerable
species.
INTRODUCTION
In 1803, the last wild specimen of Frankliniaaltamaha, a beautiful
tree with showy white blossoms, was cut down to provide additional
acreage for farming.' This plant species was the first in the United States
known to have become extinct as a result of human activity.2 Its unique
genetic makeup and whatever scientific, economic, or aesthetic benefits
it might have conferred were irretrievably lost.
*Frank Edwards Tyler, Professor of Law, University of Kansas. A.B. 1963, Central Michigan
University: J.D. 1966, University of Michigan.
"Member of the Kansas Bar. B.A. 1965. Florida State University: M.A. 1968, Emory University;
M.S. 1975, University of North Carolina; J.D. 1985, University of Kansas.
***With heartfelt apologies to ProfessorCharles Reich, whose GREENING OFAMERICA(1971)
bears no similarity, coincidental or otherwise, to this topic.
The authors wish to express their appreciation to Faith T. Campbell, Director of the Plant Conservation Project and Senior Research Associate for the Natural Resources Defense Council. Washington, D.C., and to Linda MacMahan, Senior Program Officer at the Center for Plant Conservation,
Jamaica Plains, Mass., for providing valuable assistance in the preparation of this article.
i. SeeJekinsAtLsat-AfirighterOwlookforEndangeredPans . NAT'L PARKS& CONSFRVA-TON
MAo., 13, 16 (Jan. 1973); H. Koorowrrz, PLANT ExTINcON: A GLOBAL CRISis 78 (1984).
2. Comment, Legal Protection for Rare Plants. 29 AM. U.L. REv. 515, 519 (1980) [hereinafter
Legal Protection for Rare Plants]. This student comment, written by Linda McMahan is the leading
authority on this subject. We acknowledge our debt to her pioneering work.
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That event was not an isolated incident. Although the potential loss of
endangered animals such as the bowhead whale or the whooping crane
has been widely publicized, few people realize that thousands of plant
species also are threatened with extinction.' Of the approximately 380,000
species of flora in the world, 250,000 belong to one of the two groups
of seed bearing plants from which much of the world's food, medicine,
and fuel sources are derived. 4 According to some estimates, 25,000 to
30,000 of these critical seed plant species are in some degree of danger
worldwide.' The magnitude of the threat to the continued existence of
all planetary flora can only be guessed at.' Some biologists estimate that
the rate of extinction may increase to as many as one species per hour
by the late 1980s."
That worldwide threat is reflected as well in the United States." In
1975, the Smithsonian Institution listed more than three thousand plants
3. While newspaper accounts about endangered animals are common, disappearing plants ordinarily enter popular discourse only when they are involved in larger economic determinations (or
when programs are undertaken to eradicate plants from which controlled substances can be derived).
The most prominent example is the stir caused when a billion dollar water project in Maine apparently
was threatened by the presence of the furbish louswort, an endangered species of snapdragon. See
infra note 260. See generally Coggins & Russell, Beyond Shooting Snail Darters in Pork Barrels:
Endangered Species and Land Use in America. 70 GEo. L.J. 1433 (1982); H. KoopowrTZ, supra
note !.
4. A. HUXLEY, GREEN INHERITANCE, 12 (1985). The seed bearing plants include angiosperms
(flowering plants) and gymnosperms (conifers). The number of angiosperm species, which provide
most direct benefits to man, has been variously estimated at 226.000. 235,000 and 250.000. E.
AYENsu & R. DEFtUPPS, ENDANGERED AND THREATENED PLANTS OF THE UNITED STATES 10 (1978).
5. The research staff of the Threatened Plant Unit [TPU] of the International Union on the
Conservation of Nature [IUCN] provides data on plant species and ecosystems of conservation
concern. As of Nov. 24, 1983. IUCN computer records indicated that there were 14,120 species of
plants in some degree of danger worldwide; 326 were believed to be extinct in the wild. 2 ENDANGERED
SPECIES TECH. BULL. REPRINT No., 3. at 2 (1984) (available at School of Natural Resources. Univ.
of Mich.). These estimates omit information from countries with tropical forests, the terrestrial
habitats with the greatest species diversity and which face some of the most serious threats. See
generally N. MYERS, THE SINKING ARK. (1979).
6. Myers. The Exhausted Earth, FOREIGN POLY 141. 147 (Spring 1981), suggests that tropical
forests may contain as much as 40% of the world's 5-10 million species of organisms. In 1980,
worldwide losses of closed tropical forest were occurring at 1-2 hectares (24-48 million acres), per
year, and loss rates for individual countries were estimated to be far higher. See 2 COUNCIL ON
ENVTL. QUALITY & DEP'T OF STATE. THE GLOBAL 2000 REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT, ENTERING THE
TwENTY-RsT CENTURY 131 (1980) thereinafter GLOBAL 2000 REPORT).
7. Endangered Species Conservation Act of 1972: Hearings on S. 249, S. 3199. and S. 3818,
Before the Subcomm. on the Environment of the Senate Comm. on Commerce, 92d Cong., 2d Sess.
148 (1972) [hereinafter 1972 Senate Hearings] (remarks of Dr. Raymond Fosberg. Smithsonian
Institution); N. MYERS, supra note 5, at 5 (one species per hour could become extinct by the late
1980s).
8. See generally E. AYENSU & R. DEFiLIPps. supra note 4. at 1-42; Hearingson H.R. 1028 H.R.
1025, H.R. 1093, H.R. 1203. and H.R. 1202. Before the Subcommm. on Fisheries and Wildlife
Conservation and the Environment of the House Comm. on Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 99th
Cong.. 1st Sess. 314-17 (1985) [hereinafter 1985 House Hearings] (statement of Michael J. Bean,
Environmental Defense Fund); MacBryde, Assessment of Vulnerable Native Plants Updated, 8
ENDANGERED SPECIES TECH. BULL., No. 12, at I (1983).
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native to the United States. as extinct, threatened, or endangered. 9 Ten
years later, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service [FWS] acknowledged that
over 2,500 of those plant species may be sufficiently vulnerable to justify
officially listing them as endangered or threatened.'o These numbers represent a substantial fraction of the native flora of the continental United
States and perhaps one-half of the plant species native to Hawaii." Loss
of plant species results in loss of biological diversity, and such diversity
is one of the most valuable natural attributes because it is at the root of
ecosystem stability. 2 Loss of species through extinction is a natural phenomenon, but the impact of human activities on natural environments
has exponentially increased the rate of extinction over the past several
hundred years."
Extinction is the most critical part of the plant protection problem, but
9. See E. AYENSU & R. DEFILIPPS, supra note 4, at 13, Table I. Although only the Secretary of
the Interior has the authority to determine officially the status of plants, the Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS] in the Interior Department relies heavily on the botanical expertise of the Smithsonian staff
in preparing notices of review summarizing the status of various plant taxa. The Endangered Species
Act of 1973 [ESA] directed the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution to prepare a report on
endangered and threatened plant species and to recommend necessary conservation measures. Endangered Species Act § 12. 16 U.S.C. § 1541 (1982). Smithsonian, Endangered and Threatened
Plant Species, H.R. Doc. No. 5I. 94th Cong.. 1st Sess. (1975). reprinted at 40 Fed. Reg. 27,823
(1975), contained a list of more than 3.000 qualifying native plant taxa. A subsequent FWS notice
of review for native plants took into account revisions of the Smithsonian's list and other accumulated
information in noting changes in the status of various taxa. 50 Fed. Reg. 39,526 (1985) (to be
codified at 50 C.F.R. § 17).
I0. The FWS published in Sept. 1985, a Notice of Review that identified 2,517 vascular plant
taxa native to the United States being reviewed for possible addition to the federal list of endangered
and threatened plants. 50 Fed. Reg. 39,526 (1985) (to be codified at 50 C.F.R. § 17). Category I,
comprising plants for which the FWS has sufficient data on biological vulnerability and threats to'
support a proposal to list them as endangered or threatened, contained 984 taxa. Category 2,
comprising plants for which listing is possibly appropriate, contained 1,623 taxa.
11. Legal Protectionfor Rare Plants. supra note 2, at 519. Further, the lists are limited in scope.
They comprise only vascular plants: flowering plants. conifers, ferns, and fern allies. Lower plant
groups such as algae, fungi, lichens, mosses, and liverworts are not included. E. AYENsu & R.
DEFmimPS, supra note 4, at 11.The number of vascular plant species in the United States is estimated
at 22,200. Id. at 1.
12. Biological diversity is generally defined in terms of the total number of species in existence,
the variations among individual species, and the relationships between them. 16 ENVTL. Sci. TECH.
No. 2, at 94A (1982). It results from jenetic diversity, the. genetic variability among individuals
within a single species' breeding population, and ecological diversity, the number of species within
a single community of organisms. COUNCI. ON ENw . QUALITY, ELEvENTH ANN. REP., ECOLOGY &
IvG REsouitmcs-BIoLoUGCL Dtvcasrry3l,32(1980) [hereinafter ECOLOy & LIvING REsouRcEs].
Variations in genetic makeup among individuals in a population increase the probability that some
will possess a successful adaptation to a new or different environment, thus enhancing species
survival. Id. at 33. See generally Smith, The Endangered Species Act and Biological Conservation,
57 S. CAL. L. REv. 361, 369 (1984); Roush, On Saving Diversity, NATURE CoNsERvANCY NEWS
Jan.-Feb. 1982, at 4. The relationship between diversity and ecosystem stability is controversial.
See Smith, supra note, at 369 n.22.
13. Prior to 1600 A.D., the extinction rate indicated by the fossil record was about one per 1,000
years. The current rate has been estimated to be 40 to 400 times that amount. If this rate of extinction
continues, as many as 2 million additional species, many of them plants, could become extinct by
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the overall problem is wider and deeper. The future of the species homo
sapiens is intimately tied to diverse and abundant flora. The chain of life
begins with microscopic plants. Larger plants provide food and shelter

for many other organisms and flora, and drastic changes in their com-

position or distribution can have profound effects on all forms of life.' 4

Aplant existing only as a hothouse relic cannot contribute much to human
or ecological welfare. It is therefore in our national self-interest to insure

abundance as well as diversity in our natural legacy. That premise requires
looking beyond the critical population situation represented by a finding
of endangerment.
Obviously, this nation cannot return to a prehistoric, pristine state of
nature. Equally obviously, it should not allow the genetic endowment of
its environment to disappear. Federal" and state' 6 legislatures in recent
years have recognized and acted on the latter truism. The resulting statutes
aimed at protection of wild plants form an emerging body of law characterized by good intentions and problematic implementation. American
law directed at protection of plant diversity and prevention of the extinction of plant species may be the most advanced in the world, but it
clearly falls short of meeting its lofty, self-proclaimed goals. '"
This article examines and evaluates existing federal law designed to
conserve vulnerable plant species. That latter term is used here to encompass rare and declining species as well as those officially listed as

endangered or threatened. This article emphasizes recent developments
to the relative exclusion of historical plant law evolution," and it largely
ignores "mega-issues" such as timber harvesting constraints, agricultural

policy, or tropical deforestation."' We ultimately conclude that present
the year 2000. See N. MYERS, supra note 5. at 4-5; P. E-itucH & A. EHRLJCH, EXTI MoN: TIe
CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE DISAPPEARANCE OF SPECIES 8 (1981) [hereinafter EXTINcrtoN];
0. NILSSON, THE ENDANGERED SPECIES HANDBOOK 2-4 (1983). The fossil record indicates prehistoric
periods during which there were greater than normal numbers of species extinctions, but these
extinctions occurred over periods of millions of years. Peaks in the rate of species extinction occurred
at the end of the Permian, Cambrian, Devonian, Triassic, and Cretaceous periods. R. RicKLEFs,
ECOLOGY 414 (2d ed. 1979).
14. See infra notes 24-31 and accompanying text.
15. Federal plant protection legislation is described infra §§ IV-VI.
16. Twenty-three states by 1986 had endangered species legislation that covers plants as well as
animals, and other states have long had miscellaneous laws protecting certain plant species. For a
summary of state law as of 1980, see generally, Legal Protectionfor Rare Plants. supra note 2.
17. See, e.g., Tennessee Valley Authority v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153 (1978) (Court discussion of the
purposes underlying the ESA).
18. A comprehensive and thoughtful student comment published in 1980 thoroughly covered
events to that date. Legal Protectionfor Rare Plants, supra note 2.
19. Plants are ubiquitous. One law review article cannot possibly cover all pertinent legal facets
of plant law. On tropical deforestation, see, e.g.. N. MYERS, supranote 5. at 147-206; ExFiNCrION,
supra note 13, at 159. On timber harvesting, see generally Wilkinson & Anderson, Land and
Resources Planning in the National Forests 64 OR. L. REv. 1 (1985).
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law is doubly deficient. First, its structure, is unlikely to accomplish its
present purpose of single-species preservation because the existing statutes and the administrative implementation of them leave too many loopholes. Second, that focus on individual species in any event is too narrow;
effective protection of floral diversity will require new forms of protection
for the habitat of vulnerable species.
The first section of this article recites the reasons, economic as well
as aesthetic, why organized societies should and sometimes do make
strong efforts to preserve diversity and abundance of plants. Section II
describes the major human-caused threats to species of flora. The third
section introduces the federal law of plant protection by identifying the
constitutional bases for regulation in this area and outlining a frame of
reference. Section IV recounts international treaty provisions relevant to
plant preservation and criticizes domestic implementation of those provisions. The fifth section traces the evolution of regulatory requirements
under the Endangered Species Act of 197320 and identifies some legal
shortcomings of the federal effort. Section VI examines the recent amendments to the Lacey Act of 19002 that are pertinent to plant preservation.
The Conclusion argues for the evolution of plant preservation law in the
direction of broader protection standards.
RATIONALES FOR PLANT PROTECTION
Legislators, botanists, and ecologists justify protection of plants through

law by reference to the indirect benefits plant species provide as parts of
functioning ecosystems and to the direct economic benefits they confer
on human societies. 2 Many also assert moral and philosopical arguments

for species preservation. Congress recognized the value of plants in its
introduction to the 1973 Endangered Species Act [ESA]: "these [endangered and threatened] species of fish, wildlife, or plants are of aesthetic,
ecological, educational, historical, recreational, and scientific value to

the nation and its people."'
indirect Benefits
With few exceptions, green plants are the only organisms that, through

20. Endangered Species Act. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-43 (1982).
21. 18 U.S.C. §42 (1982).
22. Legal Protectionfor Rare Plants. supra note 2. at 517-19: E. AYENSU & R. DEFILIPPS, supra
note 4, at 2t-23; Campbell, Federal Protection ofEngandered Species: A Policy of Overkill?. 3 J.

Etdvn.. L. 247 (1983).
23. 16 U.S.C. § 1531(a)(3). The Act provides a comprehensive regulatory system for plant species
preservation, reflecting the congressional intent to avert irreparable loss of this valuable natural
resource. See infra § V.
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the process of photosynthesis, can transform the sun's energy into carbohydrates which can be used as energy sources by other organisms." '
Much of the oxygen in the earth's atmosphere is produced as a by-product
of this photosynthetic activity. Almost all other organisms are thus dependent for their survival, either directly or indirectly, on green plants.
Plants also serve to stabilize climate by cycling water through the soil
and air. 5 Transpiration from plant leaves provides humidity that replenishes the earth's water supply through precipitation. Vegetation also moderates heat loss, diminishing the amount of heat reflected from the'earth's
surface, 6 and contributes to the creation and protection of topsoil."
Each individual plant species also performs some specific function
within an ecological community." The elimination of a species may
adversely affect the dynamics of the community structure.I A single plant
may support as many as fifteen or twenty different species, including
bacteria, fungi, insects, and other plants and animals." Plants collectively
also provide animals with cover for reproductive activity and protection
from predators and climatic extremes. Destruction of vegetation thus may
cause the destruction of many other organisms that depend on it for food
and shelter."
In short, plants are an integral part of the ecosystem and therefore of
24. -Green plants are at the base of the pyramid of life, furnishing all the food for animals,
directly or indirectly; much of the oxygen; and a majority of the habitat requirements. Without green
plants, no other organisms could live." Endangered Species Act: Hearings on H.R. 4758, Before
the Subcomm. on Fisheriesand Wildlife Conservation and the Environment of the House Comm. on
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, 93rd Cong., Ist
Sess. 266 (1973) (hereinafter 1973 House Hearings
(statement of Howard S. Irwin, President, New York Botanical Garden).
25. Estimates of the percentage of water vapor recycled in tropical rain forests range from 15 to
75%; where forests are removed, rainfall decreases. See A. HUXLEY, supra note 4, at 34.
26. In areas where vegetation has been removed, heat is reflected from the ground; temperatures
decrease drastically at night since no heat is retained. Id. at 26.
27, Soil is a mixture of mineral particles, derived from the action of heat, cold, and water on
rock, and humus, a jelly-like coating mostly derived from decomposition of organic plant debris
that holds water and contains nitrogen and other essential nutrients. Humus and living plants retard
erosion. Humus swells when wet, thus absorbing water that would otherwise be lost as runoff. See
id. at 27.
28. "Community" is defined as an assemblage of animals and plant species occurring together
in a particular area. The term includes the living parts of a contained ecological system. R. PUTMAN,
PRuDPtLES OF ECOLOGY 43 (1984). Some species, generally referred to as "keystone" species, may
perform a specific and vital role in the community; the loss of such species may result in numerous
further extinctions. EXINcnON, supranote 13, at 96. Generally, however, ecologists cannot identify
the specific role played by each species in an ecosystem or the consequences of the elimination of
a given species. Id.
29. J. OosT,
Ttt SruDY oF PtAr COMmUNTEs 17 (1976).
30. Endangered Species Act Oversight: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on the Environmental
Pollution of the Senate Comm. on Environment and Public Works, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 301 (1981)
(statement of Peter Raven, Director, Missouri Botanical Garden) [hereinafter 1981 Oversight Hearings].
31. Id.
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life. Even when not utilized for food, medicine, fuel, material, or pleasure, plants are indispensible components of all natural systems on which
humans rely for their sustenance. This self-evident conclusion is often
forgotten when other human interests compete with preservation of plant
species.
Direct Benefits
Each plant species possesses a unique genetic make-up. The peculiar
characteristics of each may have potential value in alleviating food shortages, providing new sources of medicine, and contributing to science or
industry.
Agriculture
The Council on Environmental Quality has estimated that the human
population will increase by as much as fifty percent and, in some of the
poorer nations, by nearly one hundred percent in the next twenty years. 2
Food shortages will continue to be felt in some areas because the possibilities for increased food production are problematic. Keeping pace
with food requirements of increasing populations is best achieved by
raising the nutritional value and yields of traditionally harvested crops
and identifying new sources of food." 3
As many as 10,000 plant species, including fungi and seaweeds, have
been used by humans as food."' Of the approximately 250,000 higher
plant species, however, only a few crops are major components of present
human diets.3 Fewer than twenty crops supply more than ninety percent
of the world's food supply, and three crops-maize, rice, and wheatprovide more than half.36 Scientists and agronomists are devoting a number of research efforts toward identification and development of alternative
food sources. One major research project involves exploration of herbarium records to determine new sources of food from lesser known plant
species." Other research groups are attempting to identify new crops that
32. EcoLoGY AND LvNG Rsouacas. supra note 12, at 31, 34.
33. The potential for cultivating new areas is limited; most arable land is already under cultivation.
and the acreage of traditional crops may increase no more than four percent. Production on marginal
lands is costly, and agricultural practices that are heavily dependent on fossil fuels for machinery.
fertilizer, and pesticides can be halted by lack of fuel. Many potentially arable lands currently cannot
be cultivated due to shortages of fresh water. Id. at 34; GLOBAL 2000 REPORT. supra note 6. at 97.
34. A. HuxLEY, supra note 4, at 55.
35. Id. Most of the world's agricultural output originates from about 20 cultivated plant species.
and 8 of those alone (wheat, rice, maize, potatoes, barley, sweet potatoes, cassava, and soybeans)
account for more than 75% of the total crop. F. RAMADE. ECOLOGY OF NATURAL RESOURCES 207
(1984). Other important food sources include sugar cane, sugar beets, coconuts, and bananas. 0.
Timo, HuMANSTc BOTANY 284-85 (1977).
36. 1 ENDANGERED SPECEs TECH. BULL. REPRINT, No. 12, at 3 (1984).
37. See, e.g.. Altschul, Exploring the Herbarium, 236 Sci. AM. 15 (1977).
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could reduce dependence on traditional food species. Some investigators
are experimenting with new gene combinations to produce plants that
can grow in less desirable habitats.38
One new plant that shows great potential as a new food plant is the
winged bean. Food researchers have referred to this plant as a "supermarket on a stalk" because literally all of its parts-leaves, flowers, seed
pods, seeds, and tubers--are edible." The mature seeds also yield a
valuable oil. Like other legumes, it harbors nitrogen-fixing bacteria in its
root nodules, thus improving the soil in which it grows.'
To improve agricultural production in areas with limited supplies of
fresh water, scientists are trying to crossbreed domestic plants with wild
relatives that can withstand higher amounts of salinity. " In one study, a
commercially grown tomato lacking salt-tolerant genes was crossed with
an inedible but salt-tolerant wild tomato. The seeds and developing plants,
irrigated with ninety percent sea water, produced a uniform and reportedly
delicious fruit."2 Without the availability of the gene pool in the noncultivated species, such a result would not have been possible.
The preservation of genetic diversity is essential to the continued use
of traditional crop plants as well. 3 To meet increasing food demands,
many countries rely on a few crop varieties that are carefully bred to
produce high yields. The genetic uniformity of these crops makes them
particularly vulnerable to attack by new strains of disease or plant pests."
For example, over seventy percent of the domestic American corn crop
is grown from a single strain.45 When an unexpected epidemic of southern
corn leaf blight, struck the crop in 1970, a large percentage was destroyed. ' Highly specialized plants must be bred periodically with land
races, 7 the traditional varieties of crops still used by local farmers, in
38. See, e.g., A. HUXLEY, .upra note 4. at 78; Hinman, Potential New Crops, 255 Sci. AM. 1,
33 (1986); EcoLOGY AND LIVING RESOURCES, supra note 12, at 34-35.
39. A. HuxLEY, supra note 4. at 79.
40. Id.
41. EcoLoGY AND LIVING RESOURCES, supra note 12, at 34, 35. Hinman. supra note 38. at 34.
42. ECOLOGY AND LIVING RESOURCES, supra note 12, at 35-36.
43. See supra note 12. See generally. Duvick. PlantBreeding: PastAchievements and Expectations
for the Future, 40 ECON. BOTANY 3, 298 (1986).
44. E.g.. A. HuxLEY, supra note 4. at 80; F. RAMADE. supra note 35, at 206-07: EcoLOGY AND
LIVING RESOURCES, supra note 12. at 34-35.
45. 1 ENDANGERtED SPE "i TEca. BuLL. REPRiNT, No. 12, at 4 (1984).
46. Id.
47. Land races generally have lower productivity than the more highly bred strains and may thrive
only in a particular locality. They have experienced selection pressure for hardiness and dependability,
however, and have retained the genetic variation that enables them to withstand conditions that
would wipe out more modem lines. In many parts of the world farmers are replacing these traditional
cultivars with the new varieties that produce better yields and have other beneficial characteristics.
See A. HUXLEY, supra note 4, at 166-67; 1 ENDANGERED SPECIEs TECH. BUt.. RERNT, No. 12,
at 4 (1984).
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order to obtain new genetic combinations." Some potential sources of
new genes are among the species threatened with extinction.
The wild relatives of food plants are another source of the genetic
variation essential to maintain healthy crops. These plants are often weedy,
smaller versions of the plants used as crops, yet they may possess characteristics that benefit the cultivated variety. The most serious threat to
these species is habitat destruction. For example, teosinte, a tall, undistinguished-looking Mexican grass closely related to corn, was found to
be resistant to several of the viruses that plague domesticated com. It
is also immune to a number of insects, and it thrives in harsh environments
where other varieties of corn perish. Teosinte is a perennial; new plants
develop during the growing season from underground stems rather than
from seed which must be planted every year. If teosinte and domestic
corn can be successfully crossbred, a perennial variety of disease-resistant
corn that could be planted over a wider range of habitats might be developed. Further, the costs involved in plowing stubble and sowing seed
several times each year could be greatly reduced.- Yet this valuable plant
might have become extinct before its potential benefits were known. Only
a few thousand of these plants, located on three small sites in a remote
area of Mexico that was being developed, are known to exist; the entire
species could have been destroyed in a single day."'
Medicines
Plants are also an important source of medicines. Thousands of plant
species have been used since prehistoric time to combat illness. Many
of the wild herbs traditionally used in folk medicines have pharmacologically active chemicals. 2 A 1980 United Nations study estimated that
world trade in medicinal plants averaged $550 million per year and that
at least four hundred plant drugs are used commercially." Over one
hundred plant species are a source of prescription drugs in the United
States; of these, twenty-seven are wild.' Bearberry (Rhamnuspurshiana),
for example, is the source of cascara bark that is collected from trees
grown in the state of Washington. The bark, dried and used as a laxative,
48. A. HtwxL. ,supra note 4. at 166-67.
49. Vietmeyer, A Wild Relative May Give Corn Perennial Genes, 10 SMITHSONIAN No. 9,at 68,
69 (1979).

50. Id. at 70.
51. Id. at 72.
52. 2 ENDANGuD SpEcs TwCH. BULL. RPINT, No. 1, at44 (1984). See generally Tyler, Plant
Drugs in the Twenty-First Century, 40 EcoK. BOTANY 3, 279 (1986); EcoLOoY AND LtvmNG ResouRCm, supra note 12, at 37.
53. 2 ENDANGED SpECIES TEcH. BuLL. REPm. No. I, at 4 (1984).
54. Why Maintain BiologicalDiversity, 16 ENvrL. Sco. TECH. No. 2,at 94A, 96A (1982).
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is the most widely used wild plant product in North American medicine."

Habitat protection is also essential for the protection of species whose
medicinal value has not yet been discovered or fully explored, as well
as those with known medicinal qualities. Some drugs of plant origin
cannot yet be synthesized, and some artificially produced drugs may be
less effective than their wild derivatives. 6 A number of wild species have
contraceptive properties or control tumor growth.'" Such discoveries have
stimulated a reevaluation of drugs used by tribal peoples to identify
potentially effective medicinal plants. Recent studies conducted by the
World Wildlife Fund have documented over 1,000 useful plants in the
tropical rain forests of South America, some of which may be effective
in cancer treatment."8 Of the 35,000 higher plant species screened for
activity against one or more types of cancer by the National Cancer
Institute, only a small fraction show sufficient promise to be tested further.
Yet, if even one of these species provides an effective depressant of tumor
cell growth, it could provide immeasurable benefits to humans."
Energy and Industry
Plants produce thousands of complex chemicals that have been profitably exploited for business and industrial uses. Plants producing chemicals that repel insects are cultivated for the manufacture of commerical
pesticides.' Many types of waxes, gums, oils, fibers, and dyes are collected from plants and processed for commercial uses.6 ' Thousands of
plant species may have useful properties that have not yet been identified.
Fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas (which were created from
ancient organic matter) currently serve as the principal energy sources in
the United States. Fossil fuel resources are finite. Despite present overproduction of oil, substitutes to replace these dwindling resources will
be needed to insure long-term energy security and stability.
55. Farnsworth, Higher Plants-TheSleeping Giant of Drug Development, 148 AM.J. PHARM.
No. 2. 46 (1976). Farnsworth. whose specialty is medicines derived from nature, reported that 10
prescription drugs now used in the United States are derived from plants discovered during 19501981. If the number of existing plant species remains constant through the year 2000, he opines
that 18 new prescription medicines might be found in the United States from plants that are predicted
to become extinct.
56. 2 ENDANGERED SPECIES TEcH. BuLL. REPRiNr, No. 1, at 4 (1984). The World Health Organization reported that up to 90% of the world's rural population relies on herbal medicine for their
primary health care. Most people in most countries lack both the facilities to synthesize these
substances in laboratories and the financial resources to purchase prescription medicine if they were
available. Id.
57. Id.
58. Id.
59. Id.
60. A. HuxLEY, supra note 4. at 102-03.
61. 2 ENDANGERED SPECIS TEcH. BuLL. REPnotr, No. 2, at 3 (1984).
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Fortunately, many plant species contain or produce materials that may

provide viable alternatives to fossil fuels. One of the most promising oil
substitutes is produced by the jojoba, a plant native to Mexico and the
southwest United States. 2 Its seeds contain as much as sixty percent of

an odorless liquid wax. Its oil has a clinging quality that makes it an
effective engine lubricant.6 The Babassu palm in northern South America
produces fruits with an oil content up to seventy-two percent. If the oil
can be economically extracted from the nut, it could become an effective
ingredient in detergents and soaps."
Many countries are also experimenting with growing plant crops as
fuel. In biomass production programs, maize, sorghum, beets, and sweet
potatoes are being fermented and distilled to obtain fuel alcohol or "gasahol."' Some plant oils can serve as a direct replacement for petroleum.
Mixtures of plant oils such as sunflower oil with diesel fuels yield a
product with an efficiency similiar to pure diesel.' Other crops that can
produce fuel oils include olives, peanuts, palms, sesame, castor oil, and
eucalyptus." One Brazilian tree produces a substance that resembles
diesel fuel. It has been estimated that an acre of mature trees could produce
as many as twenty-five barrels of fuel per year." Some species of milkweeds produce hydrogen-rich latex which may be used as fuel.' ° A giant
kelp that thrives in cool waters can yield methane for industrial and
cooking gas.7
For present purposes, the point of future exploitation is uncertain: many
plants have proven to be highly beneficial for various human uses; more
such discoveries are being made almost daily; and many other plants
promise future benefits. Science simply does not know whether other
wild plants have similar potentials. Human ignorance in the face of expanding science, medicine, and technology counsels caution and conservation. Shortsighted exploitation could deprive future generations of
benefits that cannot now be imagined.
Aesthetic
The aesthetic and recreational benefits derived from plants and plant
communities also afford justification for their preservation. Gardening for
62. A. HuxLEY, supra note 4, at100; Hinman, supra note 38. at 35-36.
63. A. HuxLEY, supra note 4, at 100.

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Id.
Id. at 96.
Id. at 98.
Id. at 100.
Maugh, Unlike Money, Diesel Fuel Grows on Trees, 206 SciExcE 436 (1979).
Calvin, Petroleum Plantations for Fuel and Materials. 29 BtioscmecE 533 (1979).
ECoLoGY AND Ltvnao Risouacms, supra note 12, at 35.
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pleasure is one of the primary ways in which humans enjoy plants. Distinct
groups of plants, such as roses or cacti, have stimulated the formation
of specialized societies devoted to the collection and propagation of ornamental and native plant species." More than six hundred botanical
gardens worldwide display exotic and unfamiliar plants and educate the
public on the role of plants in natural systems, 2 The human satisfaction
derived from cultivation of economically worthless flowers, ferns, and
houseplants cannot be measured in money.
Plants serve a useful aesthetic purpose in their natural habitat as well.
People collect, read about, watch, and photograph plants as an integral
part of their recreational activity. The relationships of human beings to
nature have been major themes explored by scientists, artists, and philosophers for hundreds of years." The skyrocketing visitations to national
parks and other public natural areas, the increased participation in natureoriented activities such as backpacking and cross-country skiing, and the
shift of population in some parts of the country from urban to rural areas
indicate that a more intimate involvement with the natural world fulfills
important human needs. Without plants, there is no natural world.
Moral/Ethical
Some argue that we all share a moral obligation to protect the interests
of future generations by conserving natural resources, even those with
now-undetermined economic benefits.' According to this view, the obligation extends to the preservation of biological diversity, since future
technological or scientific advances may reveal the utilitarian value of a
species or of an ecosystem." Destruction of biological diversity is therefore "immoral" because it reduces the options of future generations.
Other advocates of the ethical argument for plant preservation assert
that all living beings have a corresponding responsibility to ensure the
survival of each species. 7' Some consider this the first and foremost
argument for the preservation of all nonhuman species. Forester and
wildlife ecologist Aldo Leopold, for instance, developed the concept of
the land ethic-that "land" (his shorthand for ecosystems) could be used,
but that humans must have respect for other species. He rejected basing
species preservation on short-term economic values:
Of the 22,000 higher plants and animals native to Wisconsin, it is
doubtful whether more than five percent can be sold, fed, eaten, or
71. Cf. R. STOUT. BLACK ORCHIDS (1942) (famous fat detective's infatuation with rare orchids).
72. A. HuxLEY, supra note 4, at 185.
73. Cf. McCloskey. The Wilderness Act of 1964: Its Background and Meaning. 45 OR. L. REv.

288 (1966).
74. ECOLOGY AND LIVING RESOURCES. supra note 12. at 38.

75. Smith. supra note 12, at 376; N. MYERS, supra note 5, at 18-20.
76. E.g.. Favre, Wildlife Rights: The Ever.Widening Circle, 9 ENVTL. L. 241 (1979).
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otherwise put to economic use. Yet these .creatures are members of
the biotic community and if (as I believe) its stability depends on its
integrity, they are entitled to continuance."

The contemporary ecologist, physician, and philosopher, David
Ehrenfeld, has a similar view. He asserts that species should not be
portrayed as resources, which he defines as "reserves of commodities
that have an appreciable monetary value to people, whether directly or
78
indirectly," since many species have no demonstrated economic value.
Instead, he maintains, species should be conserved "because they exist
and because this existence is itself but the present expression of a continuing historical process of immense antiquity and majesty. Long standing existence in nature is deemed to carry with it the unimpeachable right
to continued existence."7
"Rights" for individual species have also been advocated by legal
commentators and legislators.' u Congress has, to a certain extent, accepted
that argument: utilitarianism alone did not prompt passage of statutes such
as the National Environmental Policy Act " or the Endangered Species
Act. " Supporters of such legislation have argued eloquently for recognition of independent, nonhuman-centered values of ecological communities and for the conservation of species on the basis of such innate
value. 3
In one sense, reciting the reasons why society should conserve its legacy
of flora is an idle exercise: anyone who gives the matter more than passing
thought must concede the need for preservation of plant species in the
abstract. But the lesson bears reiteration because the prospect of immediate economic gain so often blinds those affected by particular controversies to the more fundamental values that may be at stake. Certainly,
77. A. LEOPOLD, The Land Ethic, in A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC, WITH ESSAYS ON CONSERVATION
FROM ROUND RM 246-47 (1949).
78. Ehrenfeld. The Conservation of Nonresources, 64 AM. SCIENTIST 648 (1976).
79. Id. at 207-08.
80. See, e.g.., Stone, Should Trees Have Standing?-Toward Legal Rights for Natural Objects.
45 S. CAL. L; REy. 450 (1972); Brown, Why Save Endangered Species: An Ethical Perspective. 2
ENDANGERED SPECuES TECH. BULL. REmNT, No. 7, at 1. 2 (May 1985); cf. Favre. supra note 76.
81. National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§4321-61 (1982).
82. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-43 (1982).
83. During the most recent hearings on the reauthorization of the Endangered Species Act, one
speaker argued:
[These creatures have a value to mankind that far transcends the merely practical.
They and the other creatures that live with them, together with the landscape they
inhabit, are part of the natural treasures of this great country, part of the birthright of
its citizens. They ar a source of scientific wealth as well as aesthetic delight. To
destroy them and to eliminate their habitat is to inflict a major robbery on the people
of this country and the generations that follow, a robbery that can never be restored
or made good. Once a species is extinct, it is lost forever.
1985 House Hearings. supra note 8, at 8 (statement of David Attenborough, Trustee. World Wildlife
Fund).
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abstract reverence for plant diversity and abundance has not so far appreciably stemmed the decline of many plant species.
CAUSES OF PLANT SPECIES DECLINES
Some plant species are naturally slated for extinction, and certain rare
species by definition lead a naturally precarious existence. " But natural
causes of species extirpation or decline are miniscule in importance compared to human causes. Such major causes include habitat destruction,
taking, and the introduction of non-native species. Of these, the destruction of habitat is by far the most serious threat."s
Habitat Destruction
Some habitat damage results from the total removal of vegetation.
Thousands of acres of plant habitat have been inundated by impoundments
for water supply management and hydroelectric facilities.s" Construction
84. There are various interpretations of the term "rare" with respect to plant populations. The

North Carolina Botanical Garden in Chapel Hill, N.C., identifies 5 types of rarity: biological (due
to highly specialized ecology, specialized pollination, low fertility, slow growth); political (rare in
one political subdivision or state at the edge of its range, but often frequent to common elsewhere);
accidental (a rare introduction or a rare mutant form that persists); taxonomic (the sometimes
questionable elevation of a form or variety to full species status); and exploited (species overcollected for either commercial or scientific purposes). The latter category of rarity causes the greatest
concern. Interview with Dr. C.R. Bell, former Director, N.C. (July 29, 1986). See generally Harper,
The Meaning of Rarity in THE BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF RARE PLANT CoNsERvATION 189 (1981) ("As

a concept, rarity is a phenomenon in time as well as in space.... As a phenomenon in space, the
rarity of a species can be related to the sites it can inhabit; the rarity.., then depends on the size
of these habitable sites, their number, their carrying'capacity, the time over which a site remains
habitable, the dispersal ability of the plant, and the effect or predators and pathogens.") See also
Rabinowitz, Seven Forms of Rarity, THE BtoI.occAL. ASPECTS OF RARE PLANT CONSERvATIoN 205
(1981).
85. E. AYENSU & R. DEFIL.IPPS, supra note 8, at 32; Legal Protection for Rare Plants, supra note
2, at 519. Commentators at the hearings of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 considered habitat
destruction to be the greatest threat to endangered species. 1973 House Hearings, supra note 24,
at 236, 241, 306 (statements by Raymond Housley, Associate Deputy Chief of the Forest Service;
A. Gene Gazlay, Director, Michigan Dept. of Natural Resources, & Chairman, Legislative Comm.
of the International Association of Game, Fish, and Conservation Commissioners; Tom Garrett,
Wildlife Director, Friends of the Earth, Washington, D.C.; and Stephen R. Seater, Director of Public
Relations, Defenders of Wildlife). Detailed accounts of habitat destruction and its effect on plant
communities appear in EcotoGY AND LVIo RESOURCES, supra note 13, at 40-57; EXTINCTION,
supra note 13, at 129-76. "The world's natural vegetation is in deep trouble, and with it the soil
that sustains humanity. The major cause of this ruination is 'the paving over, digging up, ploughing
under, overgrazing, chopping down, poisoning, flooding, burying, blasting, and trampling of natural
ecosystems."' A. HUXLEY, supra note 4, at 175.
86. Legal Protection for Rare Plants, supra note 2, at 519-20, nn.19, 20. Other activities associated with energy production can eliminate or alter plant habitat. One estimate indicates that by
1980, over 4,000 square miles had been strip-mined in the United States. Native vegetation was
peeled away, exposing the coal beneath. Many of these areas have been left unvegetated; others are
"reclaimed" by planting grasses or one or two tree species creating habitats far different from those
that were disrupted. See ExTINcTON, supra note 13, at 154.
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activities associated with suburban sprawl have also caused the loss of

millions of plant populations. Some estimate that each year over three
million acres of habitat are destroyed for housing, roads, airports, and
shopping centers in the United States alone."' Human settlements tend to

occur where climates are moderate and rainfall is adequate, areas which
usually support ecologically diverse communities. Elimination of vegetation in these areas thus may result in the loss of a greater number of
species than in other areas.88
Activities associated with agriculture, livestock grazing, and forestry
that convert entire ecosystems to monocultures of crop species, grass, or
forest, are also serious threats to plant habitats. On land cleared for

agriculture, ecological diversity is deliberately diminished in order to
maximize the production of the harvested species."9 Many forests are now

clear-cut and replanted with seed or seedlings of single species, producing
even-age tree monocultures with few herbs and shrubs.' °
Managing land for grazing animals has also drastically altered native
plant habitats. In the midwest, only isolated patches of native tallgrass
prairie remain." California flora has been so changed by cattle grazing
and the introduction of non-native species that botanists are not certain

what the original flora was really like,9Z and vast areas of the West have
been overgrazed for a century." When lands used for grazing are improperly managed, the prehistoric or climax vegetation may be totally
eliminated. Without a protective cover, the fragile topsoil may be lost

through erosion, thus increasing desertification in many already marginal
areas.%

Chemical pollution can also cause significant damage to plant habitat.
Despite the enactment of many laws designed to minimize environmental
87. ExrtvicoN, supra note 13, at 135.
88. Id.
89. ECOLOGY AND LIVING REsoURcES, supra note 12, at 49.
90. Id. at 53. Agricultural and silvacultural monocultures are particularly susceptible to disease
and pests due to loss of genetic variability. F RAMADE. supra note 35, at 165-79. 206-07. See supra
notes 43-51 and accompanying text.
91. A. HUXLEY, supra note 4, at 127. One source estimates that of the original 250 million acres,
less than 7.5 million acres remain. Karlin, Last Stand for a Tall Grass Prairie. 7 Mo. PRAIRI J.
3, at 11 (1986). Organizations such as the Oklahoma Wildlife Federation. The Nature Conservancy,
and the National Wildlife Federation are exploring techniques such as direct land acquisition, the
formation of prairie preserves, and conservation easements along the borders and rights-of-way of
existing prairies to preserve this diminising ecosystem. Id. at 12.
92. ExOncrtoN, supra note 13, at 140.
93. See generally Coggins & Lindeberg-Johnson, The Law of Public Rangeland Management i!:
The Commons and the Taylor Act. 13 E.TLL. I (1982).
94. Desertification is the conversion of formerly arable land to desert. Marginal areas are those
with dry climates and little annual precipitation, when these areas are farmed and later abandoned,
or overgrazed, the absence of plant cover makes them particularly vulnerable to erosion. A. HUXLEY,
supra note 4, at 36.
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pollution,9" thousands of toxic chemicals are continuously emitted into
the air, discharged into lakes and rivers, or dumped on or buried in the
land." Herbicidal chemicals are frequently broadcast over a wide area
and may severely damage non-target species. 7 Similar pollution resulting
from other activities, such as energy production and transportation, also
harms plants. By-products from the combustion of fossil fuels are involved in the formation of acid rain that has been documented as destructive of coniferous forest species."
Chemical pollutants are especially damaging to species with narrow
distributions. Island-like habitats, such as serpentine rock outcroppings"
and sphagnum bogs,"°° are characterized by unique combinations of species adapted to highly specific moisture conditions or concentrations of
soil chemicals.' If chemical pollution destroys these isolated populations, it is unlikely that recolonization will occur.
Seemingly innocuous recreational activities have also had devastating
effects on plant habitat. Off-road vehicles [ORVs] can disrupt and destroy
large areas of land during a relatively short period of operation.' 2 In
some moderately used ORV areas, plant life has declined by about fifty
percent. 03 In locales where participants and spectators gather with their
campers, cars, and trucks, vegetation loss can increase to ninety percent.'" ORVs are especially damaging to desert ecosystems. Once the
thin layer of desert soil is dislodged, the possibilities for wind and water
erosion increase.'05 Areas where vegetation is destroyed are often recoIonized by intrusive weeds such as Russian thistle and tumbleweed, replacing cacti and other native species.
95. See generaly J. BONINE & T. McGARITY, THE LAW OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION (1984).
96. E.g., ECOLOGY AND LIVING RESOURCES, supra note 12, at 56.
97. Id.
98. E.g., NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, ATMOSPHERIC-BIOSPHERE INTERACTIONS: TOWARD A
BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE ECOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF FOSSIL FUEL COMBUSTION (1981);
Likens, Acid Rain. 241 SCI. AM. No. 4, at 43 (1979).
99. Compared to other soils, serpentine soils are high in magnesium, iron, silicate, chromium,
and nickel, and low in molybdenum, calcium, and nitrates. They often have a spotted or mottled
appearance, resembling reptitian skin, hence their name. P. RAVEN, BIOLOGY OF PLANTS 583-84
(1980).
100. Sphagnum bogs are characterized by high moisture content and pH levels as low as 4.4.
Most plants cannot tolerate pH levels below 6.0. Id at 470.
101. Id.; E. AYENSU & R. DEFILIPPS, supra note 4,at 28; ECOLOGY AND LIVING RESOURCES, supra
note 12. at 57.
102, D.SHERIDAN. OFF-ROAD VEHICLES ON PUBUC LAND 7 (1979).
103. Sheridan. Dirt Motorbikes and Dune Buggies Threaten Deserts, SMITHSONIAN 67-69 (Sept.
1978).
104. d.
105. ExrNcnON. supra note 13, at 170.
106. ORVs are a major threat to endangered cacti. See I ENDAGERED SPECIES TECH. BULL., No.
4, at 5-9 (1979) (available from the University of Michigan School of Natural Resources).
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Taking
Taking, a word of art meaning roughly, "killing, harming, picking,
uprooting, or trampling,"' 7 is another major threat to many plant species.
Plants valued for their beauty and rarity are especially threatened by this
type of activity. For example, collectors have almost exterminated numerous species of orchids." °8 Even professional botanists on collecting
trips have extirpated local populations of rare plant species."' Other
species are valued because of their marketability. Commercial exploitation
threatens Chapman's rhododendron,"' and the "rustling" of large or
unusual species of cacti is a serious problem in the western states."'
Theft and vandalism also contribute to species destruction." 2 The Virginia round leaf birch (Betula uber) was originally discovered in 1914.
Attempts to relocate the species were unsuccessful until, in 1975, it was
107. With respect to plants, taking ordinarily means picking, collecting, or harming the plant.
The ESA defines taking with respect to animals as "harass, harm. pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill.
trap, capture, or collect, or attempt to engage in any such conduct." 16 U.S.C. § 1532 (19). For
plants, current federal law uses the phrase "remove and reduce to possession" in place of the term
taking. Id. § 1538(a)(2)(B). See infra notes 313-18 and accompanying text.
108. Navasota ladies' tresses (Spirantheseparksii) was officially listed as endangered on May 6.
1982. Occurring in post oak woodlands, it is one of the rarest and least known orchids in North
America. Fewer than 20 individuals are known to exist in the 2 populations that have been identified
within Brazos County, Texas. Its rarity and the widespread interest in orchid cultivation make it
particularly vulnerable to collection by orchid enthusiasts. Smith, Texas OrchidListed asEndangered.
7 ENDANGE ED SPECIES TECH. BuLL., No. 5, at 1 (1982).
109. See infra note 385 and accompanying text.
110. Rhododendron chapmanii, native to the Florida pine forests, is currently known to exist in
only 3 locations. Two are owned by a paper company and one is owned by the Florida National
Guard. A fourth population was totally eliminated-by commercial-dealers when its location was
discovered. 44 Fed. Reg. 24,248 (1979) (codified at 50 C.F.R § 17.12) (1985); 1985 House Hearings,
supra note 8, at 255 (statement of Natural Resources Defense Council. et at.). Rhododendron
chapmanii is now considered an endangered species. The paper company is voluntarily protecting
some of the sites, and the Nature Conservancy is working to protect additional locations. I I ENDANGERED
SPEI ES TECi. BuLL., No. 3 (Mar. 1986) (available from the U. of Mich.. School of Natural
Resources.)
Ill. Over 20 species of cacti are currently listed as endangered. Endangered and Threatened
Plants, 50 C.F.R. § 17.12 (1985). Some western states have enacted stringent laws to control trade
in these rare plants. The Natural Resources Defense Council reported that the estimates of United
States cactus exports in 1980 were almost double the number authorized by Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora permits. Memorandum from Faith
Campbell to ESA Contacts (Mar. 9, 1983) (available from the Natural Resources Defense Council
Contacts, Washington, D.C.). See infra notes 448-53 and accompanying text.
112. Avid hobbyists sometimes lose sight of the purposes for maintaining rare plant collections
in their determination to have the most prized specimens. The curator of the Brooklyn Botanic
Garden described an incident that occurred in the wing of the garden housing the rare cactus exhibit.
From a concealed window, he observed a well-dressed man carrying a leather briefcase climb the
wire fence enclosing the exhibit. With a long pair of tongs, the thief plucked one of the rarest species
from the bed and hid it in his briefcase. When the curator accosted the man as he left the area, he
discovered that he was an attorney and the president of a New Jersey horticultural society. Interview
with Dr. Stan Hagar, Plant Pathologist, Brooklyn Botanic Garden in Brooklyn, New York (Mar. 26,
1985).
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rediscovered along the banks of Cressy Creek in southwest Virginia. 13
The original population consisted of forty individuals scattered on three
adjacent properties. Five years later, despite Forest Service supervision
and full cooperation of the landowners, twenty of the specimens had been
stolen or destroyed by vandals.'
These examples could be multiplied many times. The point is, while
intentional taking is not as serious a problem as habitat destruction if
considered globally, it can be and has been a serious cause of endangerment for specific plant species.
Biological Pollution
Government agencies and public interest groups generally recognize
the threat of habitat destruction and excessive harvest to rare plant populations. Biological pollution, the introduction of non-native species into
habitats where they do not normally occur, is another major threat that
has received less attention." 5
Non-native species may be introduced intentionally for aesthetics or
pest control or to combat local problems such as erosion or livestock
forage shortages." 6 Others may be accidentally introduced by vehicles
in transit during interstate or international shipping, or by the removal
of barriers to their dispersal.'"" These introduced species often fail to
survive, thus having little effect on indigenous species. When they do
become established, however, they may overwhelm the native population
of the communities they invade. They can also dramatically diminish
species diversity or agricultural production by acting as parasites or competitors.
113, 7 ENDANGERED SPECES TEcH. BULL., No. 4, at 1 (1980).
114. Id. Since 1976, two of the landowners have erected high fences around their segments of
the population. The Forest Service now controls access to specimens on public lands, and other
specimens have been removed to the National Arboretum in Washington, D.C. for propagation.
115. ECOLOGY AND LIVING RESOURCES, supra note 12, at 61. One source estimates that man has
accidentally or purposefully introduced over 1800 species of foreign vascular plants into the continental United States and over 2,000 species into Hawaii. Without the native diseases and pests
that regulate their populations, these species frequently outcompete native species. E. AYENSU & R.
DEFILIPPS. supra note 8, at 25-26.
116. The water hyacinth, a showy plant with orchid-like blooms, was brought from Venezuela
for the New Orleans Cotton Exhibition in 1884. Charmed by its beauty, local horticulturists obtained
cuttings to propagate in their ponds and streams. The tough, fast-growing plant has become a serious
pest, clogging southeastern waterways and crowding out native species. P. Farb, ECOLOGy 72 (1963).
117. Goat weed, the European St. John's wort, was accidentally brought to California in the late
19th century. It had invaded over a quarter-million acres of valuable pasture by 1940. Eventually,
the pest species was controlled by insect parasities. Id.
118. EcOLOGY AND LIVING RESOURCES, supra note 12, at 62. In Florida, several non-native tree
species are rapidly obliterating the native tree populations. The Australian pine (Casuarina equis.
erifolia) rapidly establishes itself along sandy beaches, diminishing the areas available for loggerhead
sea turtles to lay eggs. The Brazilian pepper (Schinus terebinthifolius) is resistant to burning and
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Many familiar weeds such as crabgrass, dandelion, and tumbleweed" 9
are non-native species; they are difficult to eradicate because they reproduce and disperse rapidly and adapt to new environmental challenges
easily. Kudzu" 2° and water hyacinth crowd or shade out native species in
the Southeast. In Hawaii, a rare and attractive tree, the Hawaiian tree
cotton (Kokia drynarloides), has recently been listed as endangered.' 2'
Although its rarity is chiefly attributable to the management of its habitat
as range for livestock, the invasion of a non-native competitor called
fountain grass further inhibits regeneration and threatens mature trees by
increasing the probability and extent of wild fires.' 22
Natural declines in species populations will occur as climate or other
environmental conditions change. These declines are largely unavoidable.
But the causes summarized in this section all stem directly or indirectly
from human actions and are preventable to the extent that human conduct
is subject to effective control. Some degree of control is in the ultimate
self-interest of the nation and all of its citizens, but relatively little in that
direction has yet been achieved-and success is not on the immediate
horizon.
INTRODUCTION TO FEDERAL PLANT PROTECTION LAW
During the latter half of the 20th century, awareness of human dependence on biological diversity and the direct and indirect benefits derived from non-human species has grown considerably. This awareness
has stimulated governments and private organizations to initiate measures
intended to preserve for future generations the options made possible by
faunal and floral diversity. They have used three main strategies to conserve rare and vulnerable plant species: protection of individual plant
species; protection of plant habitat; and establishment of gene banks or
botanical gardens. In the latter, representatives of individual species or
their genetic material are preserved for study or for possible re-establishment in the habitats from which they have been extirpated. Although
the federal government maintains a collection of agricultural seeds in the
spreads rapidly over cleared land; in some areas it has begun to crowd out mangroves along the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts. The paperbark tree (Meltaeuca quinquenervia), is an even more pest. It
requires up to three times as much water as other swamp trees, and its leaves contain large quantities
of a flammable oil which bums rapidly during the frequent fires that occur during droughts. Toufexis,
The Trees are Taking Over, Tim. Jun 17, 1985, at 71.
119. Respectively, Digidariaischaemnum, Taraxacum officinale, and Salsola kali.
120. Puerarialobata. This rampant exotic vine quickly invades land cleared for development.
In the warmer parts of the United States, these plants sometimes mantle the tops of native forest
trees and shade them so completely that they die. See ECOLocY AND LiviNo RESOUiCFS, supra note
12, at 62.
121. 10 ENDA oR SrEcms Tcit. BULL., No. 1, at I (1985).
122. Id.
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National Seed Storage Laboratory in Denver, Colorado," 2 most preservation of genetic reserves has been carried out by local botanical gardens
and private firms.'"4
In the United States, legislative efforts at the state, national and international level have been directed chiefly toward the protection of individual species. Numerous statutes tend to preserve plant and animal habitat
as an incident to their other and primary purposes."a Only private organizations, notably the Nature Conservancy, have emphasized habitat
preservation as the first priority.' 6
This section introduces the existing federal legislation that affords at
least theoretical protection for vulnerable flora. After a brief analysis of
federal power to legislate for plant protection, this section defines the
area to be explored in subsequent sections.
FederalPower to Conserve Plant Species
The federal government has always had power to protect floral diversity.

The Treaty, Property, and Commerce Clauses of the United States Constitution grant Congress the authority to legislate for plant conservation.
The Treaty Power

The United States is a signatory to two international treaties that are
intended to protect plants as well as animals: The 1940 Convention on

Nature Protection and Wildlife Preservation in the Western Hemisphere
(The Western Hemisphere Convention),'" and the 1973 Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
123. H. Koopowrrz, supra note I,at 148. The United States gene bank collections were initiated
when the Department of Agriculture established four Regional Plant Introduction Stations to assess
new crops prior to their introduction to farmers. Subsequently, an Interregional Potato Introduction
Station was established. These pioneering efforts led to the establishment of the National Seed
Storage Laboratory (NSSL] at Colorado State University in Fort Collins. Although the NSSL has
some facilities for subfreezing storage, most materials are stored at 5 degrees C. Id. There is also
a gene bank at the University of California at Irvine which stores bulbous and cormous plants such
as irises and lilies. Id. at 150-51. For a description of the purposes and problems associated with
seed banks, see Holdemann, Seed Banks, in CONSEVATION OF THRtEATrEN
PLANTS, 213 (1976).
124. Protection of genetic reserves in botanic gardens and in seed banks is generally referred to
as "ex situ" conservation. Although such facilities can serve as repositories for plant genes, most
authorities consider them less desirable as a long term preservation method than "in situ" conservation
areas such as nature reserves. See A. HUxLEY, supra note 4, at 168-69.
125. National Parks, for instance, were created to serve human interests, National Park Service
Act, § 1, 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1982). However, preservational management also protects plants within
their boundaries.
126. The Nature Conservancy, a national non-profit organization, has as its primary purpose the
preservation of biological diversity. See Gilbert, The Nature Conservancy Game, SPoRTs IuwsrATED,
Oct. 17, 1986. at 86.
127. Oct. 12, 1940, 56 Stat. 1354, T.S. No. 981, U.N.T.S. 193 (hereinafter Western Hemisphere
Convention).
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[CITES].'2' The purpose of the Western Hemisphere Convention is to
promote cooperation among the signatories to conserve plant and animal
species in their native habitats. 29 The purpose of the 1973 CITES Convention, agreed to by eighty nations, is to control trade in species threatened by overharvest.,3 o Its provisions concern importation and exportation
by member countries of endangered animals and plants.' 3
The federal government has successfully invoked the treaty power to
override states' wildlife law within their boundaries. In Missouri v. Hol,
land, " the United States Supreme Court [Court] held that the Migratory
Bird Treaty with Great Britain (for Canada) 3 empowered Congress to
regulate the killing and sale of migratory birds even though those activities
were conducted solely within Missouri. 34 Although plants are non-migratory and occupy permanent habitats within a state, the decision in
Palila v. HawaiiDepartmentof Land & NaturalResources"5 is persuasive
precedent for applying the federal treaty power to plants. The palila, a
non-migratory species of finch native to Hawaii, with unknown com.mercial value, is listed as endangered by the Department of Interior.'36
The number of palila individuals had rapidly declined because the species'
habitat was being destroyed by wild sheep and goats that grazed within
a state game management area. ' Conservation organizations brought suit
under federal law to force removal of the sheep and goats from the palila's
habitat. The State argued that, because the bird was non-migratory and
because it occurred only on state land, its management was outside federal
jurisdiction. The Hawaii District Court disagreed, noting that the Western
Hemisphere Convention and other treaties had been cited as bases for
enactment of the Endangered Species Act."'3 It beld that the ESA could
128. Mar. 3. 1973, 27 U.S.T. 1087, T.I.A.S. No. 8249 [hereinafter CrrEs].
129. Western Hemisphere Convention. supra note 127. art. V:
(the parties must adopt or propose]:
suitable laws and regulations for the protection and preservation of flora and fauna
within their national boundaries, but not included in the national parks. national
reserves, nature monuments or strict wilderness resrves .... such regulations shall
contain proper provisions for the taking of specimens of flora and fauna for scientific
study and investigation by properly accredited individuals and agencies.
See infra notes 178-96 and accompanying text; ECOLOGY AND LIVING RESOuRCES. supra note 12, at

72.
130. See M. BEAN, Ti EvoLvrmoN OF NATIONAL WILDLIFE LAw 324 (rev. & expanded ed. 1983).

131. See infra notes 196-202 and accompanying text.
132. 252 U.S. 416 (1920).
133. The treaty was implemented by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918. 16 U.S.C. §§70311 (1982). See Coggins & Patti. The Resurrection and Expansion of the Migratory Bird Treav Act.
50 U. COLO. L. Rav. 165 (1979).
134. Missouri, 252 U.S. at 435.
135. 471 F. Supp. 985 (D. Hawaii 1979), aff'd 639 F.2d 495 (9th Cir. 1981).
136. 50 C.F.R. § 17.11 (1986).
137. Palia. 471 F. Supp. at 989-90.
138. Id. at 993 (citing 16 U.S.C. § 1531(aX4) (1976)).
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be invoked in this case "because of the power of Congress to enact
legislation implementing valid treaties. ""s The State apparently conceded
that point on appeal, and the decision was affirmed."
The Commerce Power
The Commerce Clause [Clause]J" affords a second basis for federal
plant preservation regulation. The Clause is clearly applicable to activities
involving interstate transport of rare plants. 42 But irreparable damage to
the plant population occurs as soon as the plants are uprooted, and waiting
to intercept shipments until after they cross state lines affords no protection
other than the dubious deterrent value of sanctions for later transportation.
Congressional Commerce Clause power to regulate activities affecting
plant life at its source is more controversial, but it clearly exists. Congress
may legislate on subjects affecting-even if not in-interstate commerce. 4" The Supreme Court has approved federal regulation of wholly
intrastate agriculture,'" and frequently upholds federal control over activities formerly within the sole regulatory ambit of states if they have
any relationship to interstate commerce."'
In Hodel v. Virginia Surface Mining & ReclamationAssociation, ' for
instance, the plaintiff challenged the constitutionality of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 [SMCRAI ' 4 provisions requiring surface coal mining operations to comply with federal performance
standards. The plaintiffs alleged that Congress exceeded its Commerce
Clause power by regulating private use of land within borders of the state.
The Supreme Court upheld the Act, reasoned that Congress had made a
rational decision that surface mining of coal affected interstate commerce
by "destroying fish and wildlife habitats and impairing natural beauty." 4 "
In Palila,'9 the court noted the congressional finding that protection
of endangered species was of national concern's and held that national
legislation which protected endangered species and their habitats was a
139. Palia, 471 F. Supp. at 995.
140. Palila v. Hawaii, Dep't of Land & Nat. Res., 639 F.2d 495 (9th Cir. 1981).
141. U.S. CONST., an. 1, §8, cl. 3.
142. Thus, commercial exploitation of federally listed cacti, orchids, and ginseng are subject to
federal regulation whenever they are transported across state lines for sale. 1985 House Hearings,
supra note 8, at 255 (statement of Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington, D.C.).
143. See L. Titte, CoNsrrntmoNAL LAw, 232-44 (1978).
144. See, e.g.. Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. Il1(1942); cf. Heart of Atlanta Motel v, United
States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964).
145. E.g., FERC v. Mississippi, 456 U.S. 742, reh. denied, 458 U.S. 1131 (1982).
146. 452 U.S. 264 (1981).
147. 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201-1328 (1982 & Supp. 11 1984 & Supp. Ill 1985).
148. Virginia, 452 U.S. at 277.
149. Palla, 471 F Supp. 985.
150. Id.
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constitutional exercise of the commerce power because it also preserved
"the possibilities of interstate commerce in these species. " 5 1 *This same
rationale could be applied to protect plant species before they are harvested
for commercial purposes.
The Property Power
Roughly one-third of the nation's surface is owned by the United States
government, and because up to sixty-five percent of the endangered and
threatened plants may occur on public lands, "' the Property Clause'53 is
an important source of authority for protective regulation by the federal
government. Congress has asserted its power to protect plants on federal
lands in the ESA, which makes it unlawful for any person to "remove
and reduce to possession any such species (of endangered plant) from
areas under federal jurisdiction."". The Property Clause also supports
federal regulatory authority over activities on private property adjacent
to federal lands, but the scope of such power is unclear.' 5 ' It is also
possible that federal officials are subject to some sort of "public trust"
duty which would require them to preserve floral resources entrusted to
their management."
Taking
It is hard to imagine any possible federal action to protect plants that
would be facially unconstitutional, given the broad and deep congressional
power over commerce and federal property. One can, however, hypothesize situations in which a federal regulation would be so onerous as to
constitute a Fifth Amendment taking by rendering the private property
subject to the regulation worthless for any economically beneficial use." 7
Such an instance is likely only in the realm of land use; the Supreme
Court has made it clear that federal controls on trade in endangered species
151. Id. at 995.
152. Legal Protection for Rare Plants. supra note 2.at 536.
153. The property clause states in relevant part: "The Congress shall have Power to dispose of
and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to
the United States .... U.S. CONST.. art. IV, §3. cl.
2. See also Kleppe v, New Mexico. 426 U.S.
529 (1976), reh. denied, 429 U.S. 873 (1976).
154. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1982, § 9(b)( 1).16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(2)(B) (1982).
The FWS interpretation of this phrase is explained infra notes 369-75 and accompanying text.
155, See G. COGGINS & C. WILKINSON, FEDERAL PUBLIC LAND AND RESOURCES LAw. ch. 3 (2d
ed. 1986) and authorities cited therein.
156. See Sierra Club v. Department of the Interior. 376 F. Supp. 90 (N.D. Calif. 1974); Wilkinson,
The Public Trust Doctrine in Public Land Law, 14 U.C.D. L. REV. 269 (1980); Note, Proprietary
Duties of the Federal Government Under the Public Land Trust. 75 MicH. L. REV. 586 (1977). Cf!
Gould v. Greylock Reservation Commmission. 350 Mass. 410, 215 N.E. 2d 114 (1966).
157. In Hodel, 452 U.S. 264 (1981). for instance, the Court left open the question whether a
specific application of the SMCRA might constitute a taking while ruling that the Act on its face
did not do so.
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may destroy all commerical value in them without compensation." 8 No
present federal plant law or regulation is drastic enough to even approach
the stringency necessary to effect a taking. Not until Congress opts to
severely restrict the uses of private property in the interests of plant
preservation is such a question likely to arise.' 59
Introduction to Federal Plant Protection Law
If "federal plant protection law" is defined broadly to include any
statute, regulation, or precedent that has the effect of halting or controlling
any development or activity with the potential to harm vulnerable plant
species, it would comprise only one part of the legal corpus. A few
examples: the Clean Air Act,"6° to the extent it prevents the deposition
of harmful substances such as acid rain on sensitive plants; 6" the Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act,' 62 to the extent it prohibits tearing
up the surface where vulnerable plants are located; 63 and the Land and
Water Conservation Act,'" to the extent it enables acquisition of lands
that will be off-limits to intensive development." Beyond environmental
laws per se, a variety of other statutes can also contribute at least indirectly
to plant preservation. For example, farm subsidy laws that take land out
of agricultural production or deny subsidies to farmers who drain wetlands"M
incidentally may assist plant preservation efforts. The point is that many
if not most human activities affect flora; to the extent a federal law
prohibits or controls such activities, it could be included under a sweeping
definition.
This article perforce must use a narrower definition of plant protection
law. Although recognizing that any definition is necessarily arbitrary,
"plant protection law," as that term is used here, includes the statutes,
regulations, and judicial precedents that have as their purpose as well as
their effect the legal protection of one or more species of plants or its
habitat. With that "purpose" qualification, the relevant federal laws are
reduced to three categories. The first category is domestically enforceable
158. Andrus v. Allard, 444 U.S. 51 (1979).
159. Present federal law imposes very few burdens on private landowners respecting otherwise
protected plants. See infra notes 379-81 and accompanying text.
160. 42 U.S.C. §§7401-7642 (1982).
161. To date. that extent is not overwhelming; Congress has yet to enact a comprehensive acid
rain bill.
162. 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201-1328 (1982).
163. See generally, e.g., Kite. The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977: An
Overview of Reclamation Requirements and Implementation, 13 LAND AND WATER L. REv. 703
(1978).
164. 16 U.S.C. §§4601-4-4601-11 (1982).
165. See generally Glicksman & Coggins. FederalRecreationalLand Policy:The Rise andDecline
of the Land and Water Conservation Fund. 9 CoLuM. . ENV"L. L. 125 (1984).
166. Food Securities Improvement Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-260, 100 Stat. 45.
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international treaties that are aimed at plant protection, at least in part.' 6
The second consists of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended,"
and the Lacey Act of 1900, as amended; these are the only federal
statutes with the specific purpose of preserving vulnerable plant species.
The following sections summarize those laws as they apply to plant

protection, analyze their implementation, and suggest changes to cure
perceived deficiencies.
The third category encompasses federal land management statutes which7
have as one major purpose the preservation of pristine ecosystems.' 1
Usually, these laws are not expressly directed at plant preservation, but
they can be crucial to species preservation. 7'
American plant protection law began, for the most part, as a facet of
wildlife law. 72 The commonality in origins of plant and wildlife law has
resulted in many similarities between the two laws. Parallels or analogies
between wildlife law and plant law, however, can be carried only so far.
At common law, the legal characteristics of plants differed significantly
from those of animals.'M Those differences have influenced the legal
treatment of plants and animals. Like wildlife law, 74 domestic plant
protection law is influenced by international developments and agreements. 75 But, unlike wildlife law, most plant protection law is concerned
167. See infra § IV.
168. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-43. See also infra §V.
169. 16 U.S.C. §§3371-78 (1982), and IS U.S.C. §42 (1982). See also infra §VI.
170. The major statues in this category are the National Park Service Act of 1916, ch. 408, 16
U.S.C. §§ 1-20 (1982); the Wilderness Act of 1964, §§ 1-7, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1131-36 (1982); the
National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act of 1966, §§ 15. 16, U.S.C. §§ 668(dd)-668(ee)
(1982); the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, §§ 101-707, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1701-84
(1982); and the National Forest Management Act of 1976, §§ 1-21, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1600-14 (1982).
See generally G. CoGniNs & C. WILKINsoN, supra note 155.
171. The federal government owns one-third of the nation's surface area, and the federal lands
contain perhaps two-thirds of the nation's endangered and threatened plants. Legal Protectionfor
Rare Plants, supranote 2. at 536. Management of those lands may determine whether those species
continue to exist.
172. At the federal level, all of the major treaties and statutes that have plant protection as a
purpose were directed first
and primarily at wildlife welfare.
173. Because of their mobility, wild animals were regarded as incapable of individual ownership.
Although an individual might have a temporary possessory interest in a wild animal, this interest
was extinguished if the animal escaped from his control and moved to another's property.
In contrast, the ownership of plants accompanied title to the realty on which they grew. Even
today, annual crops are generally regarded as personalty. This categorization facilitates their marketability and is based on the rationale that they do not permanently enhance the value of the realty.
Until this century, laws affording direct protection for plants were virtually nonexistent. Fairly strict
laws controlled some timber harvesting, but plants without commercial value were protected only
indirectly through game conservation laws prohibiting destruction of the vegetation utilized as food
and shelter by gam animals. For a more thorough comparsion of the treatment of animals and plants
at common law, see Legal Protectionfor Rare Plants, supra note 2, at 526-28 nn.53-66.
174. See generally M. BEAN. supra note 130; Coggins, Wildlife Law Achieves Adolescence:
Developments in the 1970s. 1978 DuKE L.J. 753.
175. M. BEA, supra note 130. at 272-77, 324-31.
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largely with the most pressing problems of species in imminent danger 7 6
and does not encompass a regulatory system for preventing declines of
valuable species to endangered or threatened status. Because wildlife law
considers overall health of species populations before authorizing any
taking of valuable game,' it is far better developed than the law of plant
protection.
INTERNATIONAL TREATIES
The 1940 Western Hemisphere Convention and the 1973 CITES are
directed by both wildlife and plant preservation. As implemented domestically, they contribute to both international and domestic plant preservation efforts. Such implementation, however, falls short of meeting
the goals stated in the treaties.
The Western Hemisphere Convention
The Western Hemisphere Convention is administered by the Organization of American States [OAS]. Its major purpose is to promote cooperation among the signatory nations in preserving all species of flora
and fauna in their natural habitats "in sufficient numbers and over areas
extensive enough to assure them from becoming extinct.""' The Convention requires all signatories to take appropriate measures, including
adoption of laws and regulations, to preserve flora within their natural
boundaries even if outside of "national parks, national reserves, nature
monuments or strict wilderness reserves." " As provided by Article LX,
each signatory country must "take the necessary measures to control and
regulate the importation, exportation, and transit of protected- fauna and
flora.
Article II of the Western Hemisphere Convention directs the signatory
nations to "explore the possibility of establishing in their territories"
special areas such as "national parks, national reserves, nature monuments, and strict wilderness preserves."'' In Article III, the signatories
176. Cf. Coggins & Russell, supra note 3. at 1438.
177. State. and some federal, law regulates the harvest of all game species of fish and wildlife
to the end that populations of these species will continue to produce targets for hunters and fishermen.
See T. LUND, AMERICAN WILDLIFE LAw (1980); J. TRErETHEN. AN AMERICAN CRUSADE FOR WILDLIFE
(1975); Coggins & Ward. The Law of Wildlife Management on the Federal Public Lands. 60 OR.
L. REv. 59 (1981). No equivalent system for most plants has been legislated, although restrictions
on timber harvesting in national forests offer parallels. See generally Wilkinson & Anderson, supra
note 19.
178. Western Hemisphere Convention. supra note 127. preamble. See also G. NILssON, supra
note 13. at 113.
179. Western Hemisphere Convention, supra note 127, art. V.
180. Id. art. IX. See ECOLOGY AND LIVING REsoURCES, supra note 12. at 72; M. BEAN, supra
note 130, at 275.
181. Western Hemisphere Convention, supra note 127. art. 11.
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agreed to prohibit the "destruction or collection of representatives of the
flora in national parks" except under a few defined circumstances.'8
Articles V and IX address the protection of native flora within a country's boundaries but without the special areas referred to in Article II.
Article V mandates the adoption of "suitable laws and regulations for the
protection and preservation of flora .. . not included in the (special
areas)."93 Article IX requires each signatory nation to take measures to
control and regulate the importation, exportation, and transit of protected
fauna or flora by issuing certificates authorizing the exportation or transit
of protected species and by prohibiting importation of species protected
by the country of origin without proof of lawful export. ,'
For decades, this treaty received little attention from the United States
or from the other member nations. By 1982, however, Congress recognized the necessity of protecting New World tropical habitats to ensure
the survival of migratory birds and other living resources, including plants,
in the United States."8 5 The Western Hemisphere Convention prohibits
the taking of species listed in an Annex "whose protection is declared to
be of special urgency or importance," except under special circumstances.'" Although the original list contained only ten animal species,
an unofficial list of eighty-two plants compiled by the United States Forest
Service was adopted by the signatory nations when the Convention was
activated by resolutions adopted during meetings of the OAS in 1977 and
1978.""' In 1982, Congress directed the Secretaries of State and Interior
to identify plant species that were subjects of trade between the United
States and one or more of the other signatory nations and to cooperate
with these nations in preventing such species from becoming threatened
or endangered. '8
Despite the 1982 amendments to the ESA, the United States has made
only minimal efforts to implement the Western Hemisphere Convention. 8 9
One impediment has been lack of funding. Congress did not designate
appropriations to the FWS and the National Park Service [NPS] for treaty
implementation until fiscal years 1983-1985. " During that period, funds
appropriated for the FWS and the NPS were used mostly for conservation
182. Id. art. III.
183. Id. art. V.
184. Id. art. IX.
185. M. BEAN, supra note 130, at 275-76.
186. Western Hemisphere Convention, supra note 127, art. VIII.
187. Legal Protection For Rare Plants. supra note 2,at 534. n.96.
188. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1982, Pub. L. No. 97304, §5(3), 86 Stat. 1421
(amending 16 U.S.C. § 1537(e) (Supp. V 198)). See M. BEAN, supra note 130, at 275-76.
189. M. BEAN. supra note 130, at 275.
190. Memorandum from Faith T. Campbell, Natural Resources Defense Council. to ESA Contacts
5 (Feb. 26, 1986) (available from the Natural Resources Defense Council. Washington, D.C.).
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projects such as species inventories 9' and wildlife management training
programs 9" in Latin America and the Caribbean rather than for regulating
United States trade in individual species. Even these programs are in
jeopardy; President Reagan's budget request for fiscal year 1987 would
eliminate all funds for such projects. 93 Congress has never fully implemented other treaty provisions. "
The Convention on InternationalTrade in EndangeredSpecies of Wild
Fauna and Flora [CITES]
The CITES is a vehicle for controlling the international trade that
contributes to endangerment of some plant species. The treaty recognizes
varying degrees of endangerment of plant and animal species by assigning
vulnerable species to one of three Appendices.'"I Species in Appendix I
are those that are most endangered, and trade in such species is subject
to the most stringent protections.'" Commercial trade in Appendix I
species is prohibited, and international trade in field-collected specimens
is allowed only for non-commercial purposes which are not detrimental
to species' survival. 97

Appendix II species, though not in imminent danger of extinction, are
those that may become extirpated unless trade is regulated.' 98 Export of
any Appendix II species is permitted only if the national Scientific Authority determines that such export will not jeopardize the species survival
and. that the specimen being exported was not obtained in violation of
laws enacted for its protection.'" Appendix III species are designated
unilaterally by one of the signatories of the CITES as being subject to
regulation within its jurisdiction.'
Nations differ markedly in their commitment to full compliance with
the CITES, and the treaty has no effective enforcement mechanism against
191. One of the inventories is the Nature Conservancy's plant inventory being conducted in that
area. Id,
192. The programs include the establishment of a graduate-level wildlife management training
center for Central America; continuation of annual workshops on techniques for managing wildlife
refuges and methods for conducting research on migratory birds; and research on migratory song
birds and tems. Id.

193.
194.
195.
196.

Id.
See M. BEAN, supra note 130. at 274-75.
See generally id. at 324-29.
CITES, supra note 128, art. 11,§ 1.

197. Id. art. I11.

198. Id. art. II, §2(a).
199. Id. art. IV § 2(a) and (b). See also Defenders of Wildlife v. Endangered Species Scientific
Auth., 659 F.2d 168 (D.C. Cir. 1981), cert denied, International Assoc. of Fish and Wildlife Agencies
v. Defenders of Wildlife. Inc., 454 U.S. 963 (1981), appeal after remand, Defenders of Wildlife.
Inc. v. Endangered Species Scientific Auth.. 725 F.2d 726 (D.C. Cir.. 1984).

200. CITES, supra note 200, art. II, § (3).
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members who do not implement its provisions."0 ' Instead, a "reservation"
clause in the treaty permits a signatory nation unilaterally to decline to
comply with trade restrictions on a particular species.'02 In some nations,
on the other hand, participation in the treaty has reinforced national
conservation programs. 20 3 In the United States, a species listing under
the CITES may constitute evidence that a species should be considered
for listing as endangered or threatened.'
The CITES, like the Western Hemisphere Convention, is an important
source of authority for the protection of plant species threatened by collection for international trade purposes. The potential effectiveness of the
treaty, however, has not been realized.
The United States has provided far more support for the implementation
of the CITES than for the Western Hemisphere Convention. The ESA
extends protection to CITES-listed species,' and the Act designates the
Secretary of the Interior as both the Management Authority and the Scientific Authority for purpose of treaty implementation.' The secretary
acts through the FWS. Both the FWS and the Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service [APHIS] of the U.S. Department of Agriculture have
treaty enforcement responsibilities. Those include preventing shipments
from entering or leaving the country without proper permits, ensuring
that the plants in the shipment are those authorized to be traded, and
detecting and penalizing violations.'0 The effectiveness of the Convention
depends in considerable measure on the efforts by and the cooperation
between these two agencies.
The FWS, acting as the treaty Management Authority, approves permits
and certificates for export and import of listed plant species on the advice
of the Scientific Authority.'" The FWS Wildlife Permit Office [WPO]
functions as staff for the Management Authority; its duty is to ensure that
plant imports and exports are in compliance with federal laws and to
201. M. B.AN, supra note 130, at 329.
202. CrES, supra note 128. art. XXIIJ, §2, provides that any State may. on depositing its
insmunent of ratification, acceptance, approval, or accession, enter a specific reservation with regard
to any species included in Appendices 1. II, or III or any parts or derivatives specified in relation
to a species in Appendix III.
203. Participation in the treaty has heightened awareness of the vulnerability of rare native species
and fostered the development of codes of conduct. The code promulgated by the International Orchid
Commission encourages trade in artificially propagated plants and urges nurseries to indicate in their
catalogues where species are nursery-raised. Oldfield. Improving CITES for Plants. 13 THREATNED
PLANTs NEwsLErER 16-17 (1984).
204. 5 ENDANGERED SPEctEs TEcH. BuL... No. 3, at 3 (Mar. 1980).
205. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1979. §6(a)(1). 16 U.S.C. § 1537a(a)-(d) (1982).
206. Id., I 1537a(a).
GEoRESP -is TEca. BuLL.. No. 1. at I I (Jan. 1985).
207. 10 E
208. Id.
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issue permits for legal trade in plant species.2' The FWS Office of the
Scientific Authority [OSAJ is the staff for the CITES Scientific Authority,

overseeing applications to import and export protected species, reviewing
the status of wild animals and plants by trade, and making certain findings
concerning housing and care of protected specimens."' 0
The APHIS is responsible for shipment inspection to prevent illegal
import and export of CITES listed plants. " The.ESA requires that the
import, export, or re-export of plants protected by the Act must be accompanied by proper documentation"' and must take place only at des-

ignated ports." 3

In addition to inspecting the CITES violations, APHIS issues phytosanitary certificates verifying the pest-free status of the plants or plant
products being shipped from the United States.2 " APHIS control of exports is said to be inadequate.' If in the process of issuing the phytosanitary certificate it becomes apparent that the shipment is in violation
of CITES, APHIS does not deny the phytosanitary certificate or seize the
shipment; it merely reminds the exporter that the CITES permit is required
and that the shipment may be seized by the importing country."'6 When
the shipment has a CITES permit, APHIS inspectors still must verify the
identification of the plant material being shipped. Identifying protected
plant species is one of the most difficult aspects of CITES implementation.
APHIS inspectors generally are trained in identifying plant pests and
disease; few have the required expertise to identify the rare plant species
listed on the CITES Appendices.2"' As of 1984, no identification manuals
has been published with photographs and illustrations showing plants in
the stages in which they are normally traded. 2 " Enforcement is further
complicated by the difference in trade restrictions for artifically-propagated versus field-collected plants, and there is no simple way to distin209. Id.
210. Id.
211. 7 C.F.R. §355.11 (1985).
212. Plants must be accompanied by a general permit that verifies that they are not being traded
in violation of CITES. The general permit is intended to provide a means of monitoring activities
of persons who engage in the business of importing, exporting or re-exporting terrestrial plants
protected by the CITES or the ESA. Id.
213. 16 U.S.C § 1538(f).
214. APHIS also issues import permits pursuant to the Plant Quarantine Act for pest control
purposes. Endangered Species Regulations Concerning Terrestrial Plants, 49 Fed. Reg. 42,908 (1984)
(codified at 7 C.F.R. §§ 355-56).
215. Campbell, Trade in Cacti and Succulents Regulated by CITES, 56 CACTUS & SuCCUiUaN J.
(U.S.) 218-19 (1984).
216. Id.
217. Id. at 220.
218. Id.at 221.
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guish between the two. 219 The available evidence indicates that control
of exported plants is far from complete. 20
Enforcement efforts are also hampered by the lack of a sufficient trained
staff to identify and prosecute violations. To date, the FWS has commenced only one CITES enforcement action." The APHIS has no staff
responsible for investigating alleged violations, imposing penalties, or
preparing civil or criminal cases. 222 Despite assurance by APHIS that it
will provide training to those responsible for inspection and verification

of plant shipments, and will hire additional inspectors as needed, 2 3 adequate enforcement of treaty implementation in the United States appar-

ently will remain in doubt for some time.
Acknowledging that controls for trade in wild plants are less effective
than those for wild animals, the CITES parties established a Plant Working
Group in 1983 to identify ways in which the treaty could operate more
effectively to protect plants. ' At its first meeting in 1984, the Working
Group recommended developing identification materials and standardized
lists of plant names for inspectors, decreasing the paperwork involved in
trade in artificially propagated Appendix II plants, soliciting the cooperation of growers and traders, and simplifying the procedures for administering the 'permit system and reporting trade. 25 At a subsequent
219. Art. VII(S) of the CITES, supra note 128, permits the Management Authority of the exporting
country to issue a certificate verifying that a specimen of a plant species was artificially propagated.
or is a part of or is derived from an artificially propagated plant, in lieu of the certificates required
by other articles of the treaty. This difference in treatment of artificially propagated plants may result
in the intentional mislabeling of field-collected species as artificially propagated plants,
220. Since all plant exports must have a phytosanitary certificate, 7 C.F.R. § 355.1 1 (1985), the
numbers and kinds of shipments of plants recorded by APHIS should match those reported by the
WPO for CITES records. Frequently, however, the APHIS and the CITES annual reports differ in
data reported, making it more difficult to detect violations. Campbell, supra note 215, at 219-20.
221. On Mar. 2, 1987, FWS raided the property of three cactus collectors in California and seized
over 200 cacti, four reptiles, and numerous records. Memorandum from Faith T. Campbell, Natural
Resources Defense Council, to ESA Contacts I (Mar. 31, 1986) (available from the Natural Resources
Defense Council. Washington, D.C.). As a result of those searches, a grand jury in June. 1986,
formally charged nine people with illegal importation of CITES Appendix I cacti from Mexico.
Memorandum from Faith T. Campbell to ESA Contacts 2 (June 20. 1986) (available from the Natural
Resources Defense Council, Washington. D.C.).
222. Campbell. supra note 215. at 220.
223. Endangered Species Regulations Concerning Terrestrial Plants, 49 Fed. Reg. 42,907 (1984)
(to be codified at 7 C.F.R. H 355-56).
224. Is CITES Working for Plants? 6 TRAFFIC (U.S.A.) No. 2. at 2 (Apr. 1985).
225. Id. Countries such as The Netherlands are trying to minimize trade controls on artificially
propagated plants. The Plant Working Group is currently debating how stringently to regulate trade
in propagated Appendix I plant species. Although the parties which encourage propagation to reduce
collection pressures on wild populations should have some relief from the regulatory burden imposed
on wild plant trade, the danger remains that plants will be intentionally mislabeled to avoid the
restrictions. Memorandum from Faith T. Campbell, Natural Resources Defense Council. to ESA
Contacts at (May 28, 1985) (available from Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington. D.C.).
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meeting in April, 1985, the Working Group adopted resolutions extending
trade controls to most parts and derivatives of plants listed in Appendix
1J.26 If these recommendations are followed, the Treaty should become
a more effective plant protection tool. To fully achieve its purposes,
however, more effective domestic implementation of domestic American
law will be necessary. Most federal plant preservation law is embodied
in the Endangered Species Act of 1973.
THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT
The first two versions of the ESA, passed in 1966 and 1969, were
concerned solely with animals.' 22 The ESA of 19732' was the first federal
law intended to preserve vulnerable plant and animal species. Amendments in 1978, 1979, and 1982, considerably strengthened that legal
protection, but plants still are not on a legal par with endangered fish and
wildlife. This section first traces the evolution of the ESA through the
various amendments, emphasizing the particular facets of the statute that
are relevant to conservation of plants. It then evaluates the coverage and
implementation of the Act, as amended, in the context of plant preservation.
Evolution of the Plant ProtectionProvisions of the ESA
For both flora and fauna, the ESA is directed at two groups of speciesthose that are endangered 29 and those that are threatened" 2 -- and at geographic areas termed critical habitats." The Interior Department [Department] officially lists 2' a species as endangered or threatened when
the Department determines that the species' existence is jeopardized by
226. Is CITES Working for Plants? 6 TRAFFIC (U.S.A.) No. 2. at 2 (Apr.. 1985). (TRAFFIC is
an acronym that stands for Trade Records Analysis of Flora and Fauna in Commerce. It is a program
of World Wildlife Fund-U.S. and pan of an international traffic network cooperating with the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources to monitor the international trade
in wild plants and animals.)
227, See Coggins, Conserving Wildlife Resources: An Overview of the Endangered Species Act
of 1973, 51 N. D. L. REv. 315 (1975). and authorities cited therein.
228. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-43.
229. An endangered species is "any species which is in danger of extinction throughout all or a
significant portion of its range." 16 U.S.C. § 1532(6).
230. A threatened species is "any species which is likely to become an endangered species within
the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range." Id. § 1532(20).
23 1. The original act did not define the term "critical habitat," nor did it specify a procedure for
its designation. See infra notes 269-74 and accompanying text.
232. The listing process has been modified by the many amendments to the Act. The current
regulations governing the listing process appear in Listing Endangered and Threatened Species and
Designating Critical Habitat, 50 C.F.R. §§424.01-.21 (1985).
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one or more factors.233 Private individuals can petition to review the status
of any species. 34 that is listed or unlisted. The statute requires such petitioners to present substantial evidence warranting review; 35 thereafter,
the Secretary must determine within a year whether to proceed with the
listing process.2"36 Once a species is listed, the Act prohibits the taking
or possession of listed species ' and requires that all other federal agencies
consult with the Secretary of the Interior to ensure that federal activities
do not jeopardize listed species.23
Several sections of the original 1973 ESA addressed plants directly.

One directed the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution to prepare a
report on endangered and threatened plant species and to recommend
necessary conservation measures. 2 9 Published in January, 1975, the

Smithsonian report listed more than three thousand native plants thought

to be extinct, threatened, or endangered. 2'° On July 1, 1975, the FWS
published a notice announcing that the Smithsonian report had been accepted as a petition under the Act to list the plants in the report as
" ' About 1700 of these plants were later
endangered or threatened species. 24
233. A detailed description of the listing process is beyond the scope of this article. The FWS
follows a rulemaking procedure to propose and later adopt regulations applicable to a particular
species. The FWS lists a species when the agency determines that the existence of the species is
threatened by one or more of the following factors:
a. Present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment of its habitat or range;
b. Overutilization for commerical, sporting, scientific, or education purposes;
c. Disease or predation;
d. The absence of regulatory mechanisms adequate to prevent the decline of a species or degradation of its habitat; and
e. Other natural or manmade factors affecting the species' continued existence.
If the available evidence is not sufficient to justify a listing proposal, the FWS may publish a
"notice of review" in the Federal Register soliciting more information on the species from any
source. When the FWS compiles sufficient information to warrant listing consideration, it publishes
a proposed rule in the Federal Register to list the plant as endangered or threatened, and, if appropriate,
to designate critical habitat for the species. After complying with various requirements for notice
and hearings and opportunities for comment, the FWS may revise its proposal to incorporate new
information. The final listing action, along with any critical habitat designation or reclassification
or deletion from the list, is published as a final rulemaking in the Federal Register. See 50 C.F.R.
§§424.01-.21 (1985); 9 ENDANGERED SPECIES TECH. BuLL., No. 11, at 1, 9 (Nov. 1984).
234. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(3)(A).
235. Id.
236. Id. I 1533(b)(3)(B).
237. The Act does not actually prohibit taking of plants. The term used is "remove and reduce
to possession... from areas under Federal jurisdiction," which was added in the 1982 amendments
discussed infra at notes 313-18 and accompanying text.
238. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1536(a)-(d). A detailed description of the consultation process is beyond the
scope of this paper. See generally Coggins & Russell, supra note 3.
239. 16 U.S.C. § 1541.
240. 50 Fed. Reg. 39, 526 (1985).
241. 40 Fed. Reg. 27,823 (1975).
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proposed for listing on June 16, 1976,42 but no actual listing of that
magnitude ever occurred. 43
The 1973 Act also prohibited the import and export of listed plants
and the introduction of any listed plant species into interstate or foreign
commerce. ', Permits for those prohibited activities were available from
the FWS under certain circumstances for approved scientific or conservation purposes." 5 Congress subjected violators of the regulations promulgated pursuant to the Act to both civil and criminal penalties of as
much as $20,000 and one year's imprisonment." ' Citizen suit provisions
enable individuals to seek an injunction against alleged violators or to
compel enforcement of the Act and its regulations by the Department of
the Interior."4
The Act allowed the Department to designate a species as endangered
or threatened if it is similar in appearance to a listed species. 2 ' This
provision is particularly helpful in the effort to preserve certain species
of orchids and members of the astor family that exhibit almost identical
structural characteristics.' The 1973 ESA also implements the CITES
and the Western Hemisphere Convention.'
Section 7 of the 1973 ESA also originated a mechanism for preserving
plant habitat through the concept of critical habitat, although it neither
defined the term nor specified a procedure for its designation." It did
impose a substantive duty on federal agencies to further the purposes of
the ESA by:
[Making such action necessary to insure that actions authorized,
funded, or carried out by them do not jeopardize the continued
existence of such endangered species and threatened species or result
in the destruction or modification of habitat of such species which
242. 40 Fed. Reg. 24,523 (1976).
243. See infra notes 319-39 and accompanying text.
244. 16 U.S.C. H 1538(a)(2)(A). (C). (D)(1982).
245. Id. at § 1539. Regulations promulgated by the FWS detailed a procedure by which an
individual may obtain a permit that authorizes exceptions to those ESA prohibitions. 50 C.F.R.
H 17.62-.63 (1985).
246. 16 U.S.c. H 1540(a)(b). (A penalty cannot be assessed until there is notice and an opportunity to be heard.)
247. Id. at §§ 1540(g)(1)(A),(B).

248. Id. at § 1533(e).
249. Plants listed in 50 C.F.R. H 17.12, 23.23 (1986) are those which require proper documentation before they can be imported, exported, or re-exported; these plants, especially members of
the orchid family, are difficult to identify because there are numerous species in the family and many
are similar in appearance to other wild species and to hybrids. For this reason, species that are
similar in appearance to listed species are given equal protection. 49 Fed. Reg. 42,909 (1984) (to
be codified at 7 C.F.R. 1355.20-.23).
250. See supra § IV. 16 U.S.C. § 1537(a).
251. See M. BEAN, supra note 130, at 333-34. The term was defined in the 1978 amendments.
See infra notes 269-78 and accompanying text.
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determined by the Secretary, after consultation as appropriate with
the affected States, to be critical.-"

In other ways, the original Act provided considerably less protection
to listed plants than to fish and wildlife. The "taking" provision of the
Act expressly prohibited taking of fish and wildlife, but not plants.2"53
Emergency listing, a procedure allowing waiver of the usual waiting
period before protection becomes effective, applied only to fish and wildlife.' Further, to involve the states in research and management efforts
for the endangered and threatened species within their borders, the Act
provided for the establishment of federally funded cooperative agreements
between the states and the federal government, but the original Act seemed
to contemplate such agreements only with respect to animals. " The
252. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(l)(B) (1976).

253. Id. at § 1538(a)(1)(B).
254. Id. at § 1533(f). Prior to the availability of emergency listing for plants, the FWS on occasion
had to provide protection for rare plants by a circuitous route. Ash Meadows. a unique desert wetland
ecosystem made up of a number of springs and seeps in a valley northwest of Las Vegas. contained
seven endemic plant species which had been candidates for listing but which had to be dropped
from the proposed list because there was insufficient information to concurrently designate critical
habitat. In 1977. 14.000 acres of land in Ash Meadows were sold to a real estate developer whose
plans would have resulted in altering surface drainage patterns. clearing large tracts of essential
habitat, and extirpating rare plant populations.
When the developer refused BLM offers for a land exchange, which would have insured conservation of the springs, the FWS temporarily listed as endangered two endemic fish species. the Ash
Meadows speckled dace (Rhinichthys osculus nevadensis) and the Ash Meadows amargosa pupfish
(Cyprinodonnevadensismionectes) via the emergency listing provision that was available for animals.
The emergency listing at least temporarily removed these species, along with the other endemic
plant and animal species, from threat of extinction. 8 ENDANGERED SpectEs TEc. BULL., No. 14
(Jan. 1983). The Natural Conservancy was eventually able to acquire the property for a nature
preserve. 36NATu CONSERVANCY NEws 14, No. 6 (Dec. 1986/Jan. 1987).
255. 16 U.S.C. § 1535. The original ESA authorized the FWS to enter into cooperative agreements
with eligible states, which then could receive federal grant-in-aid matching funds for programs to
protect and assist in the recovery of resident endangered and threatened species. The Act authorized
grants of two-thirds funding of state programs on behalf of federally listed species and three-fourths
funding from the federal government on projects in which two or more states cooperated on a specific
endangered species project.
The Act required states to meet certain criteria to enter into an agreement with the FWS to qualify
for the matching funds. These criteria included:
a. That authority reside in the state wildlife agency to conserve resident wildlife
determined by the agency to be endangered or threatened;
b. That the state had established acceptable conservation programs consistent
with the purposes and policies of the Act for all federally listed species, and furnished
details on its programs to the Secretary of the Interior,
c. That the state agency had authority to conduct investigations to determine the
status and requirements for survival of resident wildlife;
d. That the state agency was authorized to establish programs, including land or
aquatic habitat acquisition, and the establishment of interests in land, for endangered
species conservation; and
e. That provision had been made for public participation in designating resident
species of wildlife as endangered or threatened.
Id. Many states could not qualify for these cooperative agreements because they could not satisfy
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disparity in treatment between animals and plants extended to habitat as
well; the Act authorized funds for the purchase of habitat for endangered
and threatened animals, but not for plants.' Some of these deficiencies
were remedied by later amendments to the Act.
The 1978 Amendments
Following its passage in 1973, several notorious conflicts arose between
listed species and several major federal projects. The Supreme Court's
decision in Tennessee Valley Authority v. Hill' to halt the completion of
the Tellico Dam project because of its potential adverse impact on the
diminutive snail darter" highlighted the possible consequences of the
listing of a species. Similarly, an inconspicuous plant, the furbish lousewart (Pedicularisfurbishiae), one of the first plant species to be proposed as endangered under the ESA, z' was seen as a potential obstacle
to the proposed construction of the massive Dickey-Lincoln hydroelectric
dam along the St. John River in northern Maine.'e These well-publicized
all of these criteria. Some state endangered species acts did not include all federally listed species;
others objected to some federal listings of species which they did not agree were endangered or
which they did not wish to protect. The 1978 amendments gave the states the option to sign what
was termed a limited authority cooperative agreement. To qualify for such an agreement, a state
agency must meet criteria a, c, d, and e above, but not b. Thus, states which not have the authority
to protect federally listed species or which chose to protect only some them, could still qualify for
some federal assistance. G. NiLssON, supra note 13, at 117.
The FWS has a limited number of law enforcement officers in the field and only a few hundred
biologists. Through cooperative agreements, thousands of state conservation officers, wildlife biologists, and botanists can become involved in a national program of species conservation. Further,
although numerous species of wildlife and plants are found on federal lands, many others have their
key habitats on state-owned or private property. State personnel can play an important role in providing
the expertise and-information required for their preservation. Endangered Means There's Still Tme,
U.S. FISH AND WuDLIFE SRviCm PAMmzr 23 (Dec. 1981).
256. Endangered Species Act of 1973, §5 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. § 1534 (1982).
257. 437 U.S. 153 (1978).
258. Id. at 172-73. The subsequent location of additional populations of this species resulted in
the downlisting of the little fish. In Feb. 1984, the Fish and Wilflife Service published a final notice
to reclassify the snail darter (Percina tanast) from its current "endangered" classification to the less
restrictive category of "threatened" because additional field populations of the species had been
discovered. 49 Fed. Reg. 6,388 (1984). The FWS plans to retain the threatened status for the species
rather than completely delisting it because its habitat remains vulnerable. The FWS did not propose
critical habitat designations for these populations out of concern that pinpointing their location could
result in vandalism. 9 ENDANGERED SPEciEs TEcH. BuLL., No. 8, at 9 (Aug. 1984).
259. 43 Fed. Reg. 17,916 (1978) (to be codified at 50 C.F.R. § 17).
260. The furbish lousewort is restricted to a habitat approximately ten feet wide on steeply sloping
banks along a 75-mile stretch of the St. John River in northern Maine. Six colonies, including 250
of the 350 known individual plants, were located within the area that would have been inundated
by the impoundment created by construction of the proposed Dickey-Lincoln dam. Renewed interest
in the plant fueled by the controversy resulted in the discovery of 4 additional colonies outside the
proposed impoundment area. Although the discovery of additional plants might have enabled the
Corps of Engineers to proceed with the project, the plant was still in jeopardy because the remaining
colonies were subject to disturbance and destruction. One colony was located at the base of a bluff
below a private residence. The owner had constructed a staircase down the slope to the beach that
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instances engendered criticism that the Act was inflexible and useful only
as a project-blocking tool for environmentalists and provided a catalyst
for Congress to substantially amend the Act in 1978.63
Some of the 1978 amendments modified the existing law positively in
terms of plant protection. One amendment made cooperative agreements

between the states and federal government for the implementation of state
conservation programs available for the protection of plants as well as
for fish and wildlife.' By July 1986, twenty-six plants had been protected
by such agreements.263 Another 1978 provision required the development
and implementation of recovery plans '" for endangered and threatened
species applied to both animals and plants.'6 Forty-six recovery plans
for plants have since been approved. 2"e Finally, the section authorizing
the acquisition of habitat for the preservation of endangered species was
amended to allow the purchase of land to protect endangered plant species.'6 However, plants have benefitted little from this authorization.26
bisected the lousewort colony. The other 3 colonies were located on private property; the owners
were unknown. Some botanists predicted that because of the prevailing local opinion that the dam
would cut electricity bills, the owners might be prompted to destroy the populations so that they
could not become an impediment to construction of the dam. See Irwin, Miss Furbish's Lousewort
Must Live, 4 GARDEN 6-I (1977).
Both the subsequent elimination of funds for the construction of the proposed dam and the
tansplantation of a number of populations to sites that would not be affected by the proposed project
eventually diffused this controversy. Telephone interview with LaVerne Smith. Fish & Wildlife
Service, Endangered Species Office, Washington, D.C. (Feb. 15, 1985).
261. Typical of complaints about the current version of the Act were those voiced by Rep. Lot
(D-Miss.) during the consideration of House Resolution 1423:
Hardly any member of Congress has escaped the effects of the Endangered Species
Act. This well-intentioned lIw has served to delay and, in many instances, completely halt important public works projects with unimpeachable cost/benefit ratios.
In my own congressional district, 40 birds (Mississippi sand hill cranes) have blocked
for over 2 years the construction of an interchange on Interstate Highway 10, which
is to serve the heaviest industrial area in my state.
H.R. REP. No. 757, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 796 (1978).
262. Endangered Species Amendment of 1978, 16 U.S.C. § 1535(c) (1982).
263. 11 ENDAoERED Species TecH. BuLL., No. 7. at 12 (July 1986).
264. For a discussion of the purpose and structure of recovery plans, see infra notes 350-57 and
accompanying text.
265. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1978, 16 U.S.C. § 1533(g).
GE Sr-crEs TEoi. BuLL., No. 7. at 12 (July 1986).
266. II EKDAmE
267. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1978, 16 U.S.C. § 1534(a).
268. To date, the FWS has made only minor efforts to acquire habitat for endangered and threatened
plant species. The Antioch Dunes in California, the first unit of the National Wildlife Refuge System
established to protect a unique endemic ecosystem, currently is the only one acquired in part to
protect plants. Two species benefit from this acquisition: the Antioch Dunes Evening Primrose
(Oenothera deltoides ssp. howelli) and the Contra Costa Wildflower (Erysimum capitatum var.
angustatum). J. Fay, The EndangeredSpecies Program & Plant Reserves in the United States, in
BitowGicAL Asrecs oF RARE RANT CoNsERvA'noN 449-50 (1980). Some critics charge that the
establishment of the reserve was justified by the need to conserve rare butterflies also present on the
site. 1981 Oversight Hearings. supra note 30, at 262 (statement of Faith T. Campbell, Natural
Resources Defense Council, Inc.).
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Other changes were not so favorable to plant preservation. A key
amendment provided the first statutory definition of critical habitat:
(i) the specific areas within the geographical area occupied by the
species at the time it is listed.., on which are found those physical
or biological features (I) essential to the conservation of the species
and (11) which may require special management considerations or
protection; and
(ii) specific areas outside the geographical area occupied by the
species at the time it is listed ... upon a determination by the
Secretary that such areas are essential for the conservation of the
species.'
Critical habitat is thus defined in terms of an area that is "essential to
the conservation of a species." The ESA's broad definition of conservation'
includes measures to ensure the recovery as well as the survival of an
endangered species, and that definition apparently permits critical habitat
to consist of a larger area than that which is occupied at the time of
designation.2 ' Congress also provided, however, that "except in those
circumstances determined by the Secretary, critical habitat shall not include the entire geographical area which can be occupied by the threatened
or endangered species. "27 This provision permits the Secretary to narrow
the geographic scope of critical habitat so that the ban on activities which
adversely modify habitat may extend only to certain specified areas within
the range that are identified as needing special protection. " The consequent limited geographic scope of critical habitat conceivably could
cause the elimination of individual colonies of endangered or threatened
plants.274

The 1978 amendments also created serious impediments to plant'pro269. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1978. 16 U.S.C. § 1532(5)(A)(i)-(ii) (1982).
270. 16 U.S.C. §1532(3):
The terms -conserve," "conserving," and 'conservation," mean to use and the use
of all methods and procedures which are necessary to bring any endangered species
or threatened species to the point at which the measures provided pursuant to this
chapter are no longer necessary. Such methods and procedures include, but are not

limited to, all activities associated with scientific resources management such as
research, census, law enforcement, habitat acquisition and maintenance, propagation, live trapping, and transplantation, and, in the extraordinary case where population pressures within a given ecosystem cannot be otherwise relieved, may include
regulated taking.
271. M. BEAN, supra note 130, at 334. In the final rule describing requirements for listing
endangered and threatened species and designating critical habitat, the FWS stated that the designation
of critical habitat beyond a species' known range would be consistent with the Act's purpose of
conserving and recovering species as well as the definitions of critical habitat contained in the Act
when such designation is essential for the species' conservation. 49 Fed. Reg. 38,904 (1984) (to be
codified at 50 C.F.R. § 424).
272. 16 U.S.C. § 1532(5)(C).
273. See Coggins & Russell, supra note 3, at 1479.

274. That threat should not be minimized; when a species is facing extinction, the loss of any
of its members could be significant.
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tection by vastly complicating the listing process. One amendment required the designation of critical habitat to take place concurrently with
the listing of a species unless such a designation would be "imprudent." 7 5
If the Secretary was unable to comply with the procedures applicable to
such a determination, the listing process had to be delayed.276 Another
amendment shifted the nature of the listing process from an objective
biological inquiry to a more subjective social balancing: it required the
Secretary to weigh economic and biological considerations when designating critical habitats.? Congress directed the Secretary to exclude areas
from designation if the "benefits of the exclusion outweighed the benefits
of specifying the area as part of the critical habitat." 7 81
Other amendments added numerous requirements for local notice and
hearings prior to listing or reclassification, and required all of these procedures to be completed within two years of the date of proposal or the
proposal had to be withdrawn.279 A species that was not listed within the
required time could not be reproposed for listing unless "sufficient new
information is available to warrant [it]. "
The requirement of specifying critical habitat at the time of species
listing resulted in an administrative breakdown in the listing process.
Many of the species that had been proposed for listing prior to the 1978
amendments were later withdrawn because the FWS did not make the
requisite critical habitat determinations within the prescribed two-year
deadline. 2 " More than eight months passed before the first new proposal
was published, and the rate of actual listings declined drastically as a
result of the additional procedural requirements.28 '
The 1979 Amendments
Congress held extensive oversight hearings during the fall of 1979,
and passed several additional amendments to the Act on December 19,
275. Endangered Species Act Amendment of 1978. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(a)(1) (1982). In the final
rule on listing requirements, the FWS described risks to a rare species that might make listing
imprudent. These risks included vandalism, increased commercial demand, and the generation of
public antagonism that could lead to vandalism. 49 Fed. Reg. 38,903 (1984) (to be codified at 50
C.F.R. § 424). It would clearly be "imprudent" to designate the critical habitat of a species valued
by collectors or, perhaps, of a species that was impeding the progress of a development project.
276. The statute directed that if a final regulation listing a species was not adopted within a two
year period, the proposed regulation had to be withdrawn. A new regulation adding a species for
which a proposed regulation had been withdrawn could not be proposed unless there was sufficient
new information available to warrant the proposal of a regulation. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1978, 16 U.S.C. § 1533(f)(5) (1982).
277. Id. at § 1533(b)(4).
278. Id. See M. BEAN, supra note 130, at 335.
279. See, supra note 276, 16 U.S.C. I 1533(f)(S). See also. M. BEAN, supra note 130, at 335.
280. See. supra note 276. The Department of Interior Solicitor determined that the phrase "sufficient new information" is limited to additional information received after the withdrawal. 5 ENDANGE w
SpEcms Trsi. BuLL., No. 3. at 10 (Mar. 1980).
281. M. BraN, supra note 130, at 335.
282. Id.
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1979.2" One of these amendments extended authorizations for the programs under the Act through fiscal year 1982.214 Other amendments affected plants more specifically,
One amendment required the Secretary to conduct a status review prior
to proposing a species for listing as endangered or threatened. 85 The
status review is a complicated data-gathering process that can provide
valuable information about a species, including its known present range,
the history of its decline, current population numbers and trends, threats
to extant populations, and recommendations for critical habitat boundaries.'" These are necessary and valuable data, but the time and resources
required to conduct such a review can further delay the listing process.
Congress also allowed the Department to make emergency listing available for plants as well as for animals, and extended the period for the
emergency listing of a species from 120 to 240 days.28 7 The longer period
allows the Department to protect a species thought to be jeopardized but
for which the required listing information is not yet available.
In 1979 Congress also modified the Section 7 standard regarding the
effect of federal agency actions on listed species. The previous wording
required the agency to insure that its action "does not jeopardize" the
continued existence of a species.28 8 The Section was changed to the less
emphatic "is not likely" to jeopardize.2 9 Congress apparently intended
the slightly more lenient standard to allow a more subjective evalution
of the probable impact of a project.'
283. See generallhy Review of Recent Efforts to Protect EndangeredSpecies: Hearings Before
the Subcomm. on International Organizations of the House Comm. on ForeignAffairs. 96th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1979); Endangered Species Hearings:Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Fisheries and
Wildlife Conservation and the Environment of the House Comm. on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1979). On Dec. 19, 1979, the House and Senate agreed to the conference
report for the amended law, Pub. L. 96-159. 93 Star. 1225. The law was signed by the President
on Dec. 28, 1979.
284. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1979, 16 U.S.C. § 1542(a)(l)-(3) (1982).
285. Id. at § 1533(b)(l)(A).
286. The information required for a status review is summarized in Henifin, Guidelinesfor the
Preparationof Status Reports on Rare or EndangeredPlant Species, in L. MORSE & M. HENIFuN,
RARE PLANT CONSERVATION 261-82 (1981).
287. See supra note 285. at § 1533(b)(7). Regulations governing plant emergency listing appear
at 50 C.F.R. § 424.20(a) (1985). The FWS issued its first emergency rule providing ESA protection
to a plant on Aug. 13, 1980 (48 Fed. Reg. 24,718 (1980)). The Osgood Mountain milk-vetch
(Astragalus yoder-wiiliamsit) was known to exist only in a few counties in Nevada and Idaho; at
the time of the emergency listing, the Nevada population was estimated at only 500 individuals,
and the Idaho population numbered less than 10 plants in 1977. The action was taken to protect the
species from further declines caused by work on mining claims. 5 ENDANGERED SPECIES TECt. BULL.,
No. 9, at 4 (Sept. 1980).
288. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1979, 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2).
289. Id.
290. Rep. Breaux (D-La.) explained that the existing requirement that federal agencies insure
that their actions do not jeopardize the continued existence of any listed species was an unreasonable
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The 1982 Amendments
By 1981, it was clear that several problems prevented the Act from
functioning as anticipated. Some difficulties were general, and some affected plant protection more specifically. The 1982 amendments cured
the obvious shortcomings but ignored the more subtle problems.
The Listing Problem
In the House and Senate Hearings that preceded the passage of the
1982 amendments, the ESA Reauthorization Coordinating Committee
emphasized that progress in listing species and determining critical habitat
had been dismal."9 ' The Senate Committee on Environmental and Public
Works noted that many species qualified for listing were not likely to
receive adequate protection because of the length and complexity of the
listing procedures that were the in force.' 9 The Senate Report observed:
Failure to list species in a timely manner precludes early identification
of possible or probable conflicts. Identification of such conflicts at
the earliest stage possible in project planning provides an opportunity
to make minor modifications that may remove the potential for conflict. 19
Listing was also impeded by new economic analysis procedures. The
Reagan Administration initially ordered the Department to subject future
proposed ESA listings to examination under the Regulatory Reform Act,2' 9
the Paperwork Reduction Act,295 and Executive Order 12,291'%all of
which were designed to minimize costs associated with federal regulation.' These additional economic analysis requirements, combined with
the economic and other considerations mandated by the 1978 amendments, almost completely halted the listing process. The resulting delays
forced the FWS to withdraw hundreds of listing proposals,29 not because
standard since it was impossible to make such a guarantee. He thought it more reasonable to require
that federal agencies avoid actions that were "not likely to" adversely affect an endangered or
threatened species. CONGREssIoNAL RESEARCH SERvICE OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS FOR THE SEN.
COMM. ON ENV. AND PuBLIc WORKS, A LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT OF

1973, 1367 (1982). Whether the change succeeded is questionable as a semantic matter.
291. ENDANGERED SEcES ACT REAUTHORIZATtON BULL., No. 9 at 3 (Oct. 26. 1982) (available
from the Center for Environmental Education, Washington, D.C.). See generallv, S. REP, No. 418,
97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982) [hereinafter SENATE REPORT].
292. SENATE REPORT, supra note 291, at 10-1 i.
293. Id.at 10.
294. Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. §§601-12 (1982).
295. Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 44 U.S.C. §3501-20 (1982) (Supp. 111984),
296. Exec. Order No. 12,291, 3 C.F.R. § 127 (1982), reprintedin 5 U.S.C. §601 nt. at 431-34
(1982).
297. See M. BEAN, supra note 130, at 338.
298. During the hearings preceding the 1982 amendments to the ESA, one speaker dramatically
illustrated the way in which the listing process had deteriorated. Michael Bean. an attorney with
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of a lack of biological data, but because the analyses relating to the
designation of critical habitat were not complete.' By December 1981
only sixty-three plants had been listed.' In contrast, the FWS had listed
693 animals during the same period.-' The FWS apparently attached a
higher value to animals, especially mammals and birds, than to plants.'
The numerous species that had been proposed for listing remained unprotected because the prohibitions of the Act applied only to officially
listed species. ' 3
The 1982 amendments eliminated the requirement that critical habitat
must be designated at the same time a species is proposed for listing.
Instead, Congress imposed a duty on the FWS to designate critical habitat
only to the extent that such designation is both prudent and determinable
at the time a species is found to be qualified for listing.' 4 The Secretary
can no longer delay the listing because he has been unable to determine
critical habitat.
Additional amendments passed in 1982 facilitated the functioning of
the Act by removing the economic impact analysis requirements and
modifying some of the procedures involved in listing, delisting, and
reclassifying endangered and threatened species and designating critical
habitat. Congress determined that considerations of costs were irrelevant
the Environmental Defense Fund, challenged the statement by Robert Jantzen, then Director of the
FWS, that the FWS had listed a total of 148 species since the 1978 amendments.
Bean pointed out that the 148 figure included 15 listings that had been made prior to the enactment
of the 1978 amendments, leaving only 133. Of these, 41 belonged to a single genus of snails.
Counting these as one listing instead of 41, there were only 95 listings. Of those 95, 83 had already
been proposed for listing before the 1978 amendments. Thus, in the three years since the amendments,
only 12 for which formal proposals were not already outstanding had been listed. Two of those were
emergency listings, which had by then expired. Eight of the 10 remaining listings were foreign
species for which no critical habitats were determined.
In the final analysis, Bean pointed out, only 2 listings, the genus of Hawaiian snails and a single
plant species, had been both originally proposed for listing and listed pursuant to the non-emergency
rulemaking procedures of the 1978 amendments in three years. Even these listings had occurred
only after the Environmental Defense Fund had given formal notice that it would sue Secretary of
the Interior James Watt if he did not list the species. 1981 ESA Oversight Hearings, spra note 30,
at 278.79 (statement of Michael Bean. Environmental Defense Fund).
299. M. BEAN, supra note 130. at 338.
300. 5 ENDANGERED SPECIES Twit. BuLL., No. I, at 8 (1982).
301. Id.
302. The FWS implemented "a ranking system to assist in the identification of species that should
receive priority review for listing," which favors higher forms of life. Its Guidelines assign priority
for listing within a given category of degree of threat in the following order mammals, birds, fishes,
reptiles, amphibians, vascular plants, insects, mollusks, other plants and other invertebrates, Endangered and Threatened Species Listing and Recovery Priority Guidelines, 48 Fed. Reg. 16.756
(1983).
303. Neither the substantive nor the procedural aspects of the Act apply to proposed or candidate
species. The requirements for consideration of these categories of species are discussed infra at notes
320-36 and accompanying text.
304. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1982, 16 U.S.C, § 1533(aX3) (1982). See EtD.t~ERtw
SpEcrEs REAuTHoRaA-nON BuLL., No. 9, at 3 (Oct. 26, 1982) (available at Center for Environmental
Education, Washington, D.C.).
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to the scientific determination of whether a species is endangered or
threatened. 5 The legislative history emphasizes that the listing process

was to be an "impartial and objective inquiry, free of economic or other
extraneous considerations, particularly the 'regulatory impact analyses'
of the Reagan Administration."" The amendments require the Secretary
to make a final listing decision based "solely on the basis of the best
scientific and commerical data available to him. 30 7 If the data indicates
that a species is endangered or threatened because of any "natural or
man-made factors affecting its continued existence," the Secretary must

list the species.'
Other amendments imposed stricter time limits for secretarial action.

The Act previously had required withdrawal of any proposal not made
final within two years.' Final action on rules dealing with a listing or
a critical habitat designation must now be taken within one year of the
proposal, and a proposal may be withdrawn only for substantial biological
reasons."' The Act requires specific and timely responses to petitions to
list, delist, or reclassify species or to revise critical habitat"' and authorizes citizens to challenge listing decisions in court." '
The Taking Problem
Before the 1982 amendments, the Act prohibited only interstate commerce, import, and export of endangered or threatened plant species; it
305. See M. BEAN, supra note 130, at 338-40.
306. Id.
307. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1982, 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(l)(A) (1982). Rules
for listing endangered and threatened species and designating critical habitat in compliance with the
1982 amendments are codified at 50 C.F.R. § 424.11 (1985). The rule requiring final listing decisions
to be based on scientific and commercial data appears at id. § 424.11 (b). See 50 C.F.R. § 424 (1985).
308. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1982, 16 U.S.C. § 1533(a)(1) (1982). H.R. REP.
No. 567, § 1, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 20, reprinted in 1982 U.S. CoDE CoNo. & AD. NEws 2807, 2820
states:
The Committee strongly believes that economic considerations have no relevance
to determinations regarding the status of species and intends that the economic
analysis requirements of Executive Order 12,291, and such statutes as the Regulatory
Flexibility Act, and the Paper-work Reduction Act not apply. The Committee notes,
and specifically rejects, the characterization of this language by the Department of
the Interior as maintaining the status quo and continuing to allow the Secretary to
apply Executive Order 12,291 and other statutes in evaluating alternatives to listing.
The only alternatives involved in the listing of species are whether the species should
be listed as endangered or threatened or not listed at all. Applying economic criteria
to the analysis of these alternatives and to any phase of the species listing process
is applying economics to the determinations made under § 4 of the Act and is
specifically rejected by the inclusion of the word "solely" in this legislation.
That conclusion is buttressed by the Conference Committee report. See H.R. CoNF. REP. No. 835,
97th Cong., 2d Sess. 20, reprinted in 1982 U.S. CoDE COwG. & AD.NEws 2860, 2861.
309. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1978, 16 U.S.C. § 1533(f(5) (1982).
310. 50 C.F.R §424.17(a), (b) (1985).
311. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(3XA); see 50 C.F.R. §424.14(b), (c) (1985).
312. 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g).
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did not prohibit taking of listed plants." 3 The prohibition against interstate
and foreign commerce indirectly reduces collecting pressures on species
valuable in the horticulture trade, such as cacti, carnivorous plants, and
some native orchids.3" 4 Many acts detrimental to plants, however, such
as vandalism, hobby collections, scientific collections, and home gardens,
and noncommercial trade in plants, were not covered. t5
In 1982, a provision was added making it unlawful to remove and
reduce to possession3" 6 endangered or threatened plants from areas under
federal jurisdiction." Although this prohibition is not as restrictive as
the "taking" prohibition that applies to animals,31 it does provide more
protection for plants than existed previously.
These changes, together with additional amendments imposing stricter
time limits for secretarial action and authorizing citizens to challenge
listing decisions in court, make the ESA potentially far more effective in
protecting rare plants. That positive potential is explored in the following
subsection. That the potential has not been fulfilled is the theme of the
concluding subsection.
The Positive Side of ESA Implementationfor Plants

The preceding section traced the evolution of federal law for protection
of endangered and threatened species of flora. The overall effect of the
1978, 1979, and 1982 amendments to the ESA was to make the legal
treatment of plants and animals more similar while increasing the protective umbrellas for both categories. Plant preservation is now much
313. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1982, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(2) (1982).
314. The extent of this trade was discussed in the Hearings on S. 2309 prior to the 1982 amendments. Although the actual number of endangered species traded could not be documented, dramatic
increases in orchid, cactus, and carnivorous plant society memberships, data from CITES annual
reports, and observations of field botanists were cited as indications that many rare plant species
were being traded. ESA Amendments of 1982: Hearing on S. 2309 Before the Senate Comm. on
Environment and Public Works, 97th Cong.. 2d Seass. 102, 103 (1982) [hereinafter Hearingson S.
2309] (statement of Faith T. Campbell, Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington, D.C.).
See also Gibson, et al, InternationalTrade in Plants:Focus on U.S. Exports and Imports, in TRArc
(U.S.A.) 17-22 (1981).
315. Even after the 1982 amendments, many of these activities are still not addressed by the Act.
See infra notes 366-86 and accompanying text.
316. It is unclear exactly what this phrase means. It encompasses actions such as picking and
collecting, and may include direct acts of destruction such as burning. See infra notes 369-75 and
accompanying text.
317. Endangered Species Act Amendments of 1982, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(2)(B) (1982).
318. Id. § 1538(a)(1)(B), (C). Sec. 1538(a)(1)(B) makes it unlawful for any person subject to
the jurisdiction of the United States to "take any such species within the United States or the
territorial sea of the United States"; § 1538(aXi)(C) makes it unlawful to "take any such species
upon the high seas." The term "take" means "to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill,
trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct." 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19).
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more than a mere congressional afterthought, as this section demonstrates.
Still, significant disparities between plant and animal provisions in the
Act remain, and the implementation of the plant section is not complete.
The following subsections delineate the current provisions and operation
of the ESA in five areas necessary for plant protection.
Listing
Revisions in listing requirements (and the departure of Secretary Watt)
have extended the Act's protections to more species in trouble. From the
passage of the 1982 amendments to the end of 1985, the number of plant
species officially listed as endangered or threatened increased from 63 to
121 .
The listing process itself may benefit some vulnerable but unlisted plant
species. The FWS later expanded 20 and refined the original list of endangered and threatened plants prepared by the Smithsonian Institution
by grouping plant taxa in three categories;32 ' the categorization reflects
•the possible vulnerability of all native plant taxa." Category I includes
taxa for which the FWS has substantial information on their biological
vulnerability and threats, which information indicates the appropriateness
of listing them as endangered or threatened.323 The agency anticipates
development and publication of proposed rules to list these species but,
because of the large number of such taxa and the amount of data on
habitat requirements yet to be gathered, the effort could take a number
of years.
Category 2 includes taxa which the FWS believes might be appropriate
for listing but for which there is insufficient biological information to
support a proposed rule. 3" Further biological research and field studies
will be necessary to ascertain the status of these taxa. The studies may
reveal that some of these taxa will not qualify for listing, while others
may be found to be in greater danger of extinction than those in Category
1.32 Category 3 includes plants that are no longer being considered for
listing because they have been proven to be more abundant than previously
319. It ENoNER.D SpEiss Twii. BuL.., No. 7, at 12 (July 1986). By July 1986, 97 plant
species were listed as endangered and 24 plant species were listed as threatened in the United States.
Id.
320. See supra notes 9-10 and accompanying text.
321. 6 ENGANGu

SPECIES TEt. BuL.., No. 4 (Jan. 1981): MacBryde, Assessing U.S. Threat.

ened Planu, 13 THREn
TED PLANT News. Erre 13 (Aug. 1984).
322. 50 Fed. Reg. 39,526 (1985) (to be codified at 50 C.F.R. § 17).
323. Id. at 39,527.
324. Id. There are 894 Category I species.
325. Id.
326. MacBryde, supra note 321, at 14.
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believed, 27 they do not satisfy the Act's definition of species," or they
are most likely extinct. 29
The taxa in Categories I and 2 are considered by the FWS to be
"candidate" plant taxa. A candidate is defined as "any species being
considered by the Secretary for listing as an endangered or a threatened
species, but not yet the subject of a proposed rule." Although none of
the substantive or procedural provisions of the Act apply to a species that
is designated as a candidate for listing,"' agencies treat such species as
being under petition for listing, 3 and the FWS encourages their consideration in environmental planning such as in environmental impact analyses under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 [NEPA]. 3
Similar consideration is accorded plants that have been proposed for
listing by the publication of a notice in the Federal Register but are not
yet formally listed. Like "candidate" species, "proposed" species do not
qualify for the protections available to listed species under the Act. 34
Still, proposed species are generally considered to be "sensitive species"
by federal agencies, and, in many cases, attempts are made to treat them
as if they were formally listed.33 For example, the U.S. Forest Service
Manual directs service personnel to "develop and implement management
practices to ensure that sensitive species do not become threatened or
endangered because of Forest Service [FS] actions" and to "develop and
implement management objectives for populations and/or habitat of sen-

sitive species. "336

Species proposed for listing may also benefit from the status reports
that the FWS must prepare for them.337 The status report contains information about various aspects of the species' biology, including current
population levels, range, and threats to extant populations. 338 This infor327. Supra note 323. (Category 3).
328. Id. (Category 3B).
329. Id. (Category 3A).
330. 50 Fed. Reg. 38,900, 38,908 (1984) (to be codified at 50 C.F.R. §424.02(b)).
331. Cf. Enos v. Marsh, 769 F.2d 1363 (9th Cir. 1985), discussed infra at notes 408-11 and
accompanying text.
332. 50 Fed. Reg. 39,526, 39,527 (1985).
333. Id. See infra notes 400-13 and accompanying text.
334. This policy is mandated by the legislative history to the 1982 amendments, discussed infra
at notes 400-13 and accompanying text.
335. See, e.g., U.S. FOREST SERVICE, FORE.ST SERvIcE MANUAL (FSM 2670) (1984), Amend 49
(Title 2600-Wildlife, Fish and Sensitive Plant Habitat Management).
336. Id. For an example of Forest Service interaction with a "sensitive" wildlife species, see
Foundation for North American Wild Sheep v. United States. 681 F.2d 1172 (9th Cir. 1982).
337. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(1)(A).
338. See Henifin, Guidelinesfor the Preparationof Status Reports on Rare or Endangered Plant
Species inL. MORSE & M.HENtRN, RAE PLANT CONSERVATION (1981); see also Information Needs
for Listing Plants, 82 RNoDoRA, No. 829, at 193, 197 (1980).
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mation is acquired through field studies and communications with taxonomists, amateur botanists, and other knowledgable individuals. If these
investigations identify additional populations, they may obviate the need
for expending resources for listing. 39
The formal listing of a plant species brings with it an umbrella of
protective measures. Listed plants cannot be removed or reduced to possession on federal lands,' nor can they be imported, exported, or sold
and transported in interstate commerce. 4 Conviction for violations of
these provisions can result in both civil and criminal penalties. 2 The
umbrella, however, is not watertight. 4 3
Consultation
An officially listed species is also protected by the Section 7 consultation requirement." Each federal agency, in consultation with the Secretary of the Interior, must insure that any action authorized, funded, or
carried out by it is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of an
endangered or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse
modification of its critical habitat.?" Where a listed species would be
affected by a project, the agency responsible for the action is required to
undertake a biological assessment which will determine the effects of the
action on the species."4 Based on this assessment, the Secretary must
issue a biological opinion on whether a project would be likely to jeopardize the species." ' The Secretary may suggest alternatives or modifications of the project to comply with the Act if a species would be
adversely affected.'
The requirements for inter-agency consultation have averted some potential conflicts between proposed development projects and endangered
or threatened species by requiring consideration prior to detailed planning
and significant expenditures. For example, when the Massachusetts Department of Transportation planned a highway that would cross one of
the few sites of a Category I plant population, meetings with conserva339. In Wyoming, the number of plant species considered for listing under the ESA was reduced
from 15 to 5 following field studies by Natural Heritage staff that revealed the existence of larger
populations of species that had been considered rare. 1985 House Hearings. supra note 8, at 258
(statement of William D. Blair, President, The Nature Conservancy) [hereinafter Blair statement].
340. 16 U.S.C. § 1538(l)(2)(B).
341. Id. § 1538(a)(2XA). (C), (D).
342. Id. §1540(a), (b).
343. See infra notes 366420 and accompanying text.
344. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)-(d).
345. Id. § 1536(a)(2).
346. Id. § 1536(c).
347. Id. § 1536(bX3XA).
348. Id.
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tionists and state highway staff resulted in a highway realignment to
minimize damage before right-of-way acquisition and final design. 4 9
Recovery Plans
The Act also requires the Secretary to develop and implement recovery
plans for the conservation and survival of endangered and threatened
plant species. 3 The FWS had approved forty-six recovery plans for plants
by July 1986."' The object of a recovery plan is to restore a protected
species to its former non-endangered status."' The recovery plan delineates and schedules actions to restore endangered and threatened species
as viable, self-sustaining members of their ecosystems.353 These actions
may include a variety of management techniques such as: identifying and
describing all existing populations; protecting the essential habitat of the
species by acquisition, manipulation," and clean-up; transplanting populations to more protected sites; and enforcing the law. 3" The FWS has
developed a priority system to guide recovery planning and resource allocation. The system uses four criteria-degree of threat, recovery potential, taxonomic status, and conflict-to determine which species has
the highest priority for the development of a plan.356 Generally, species
in conflict with development projects have the highest priority." 7
Enforcement
Enforcement of the Act has also improved. The first violation of the
Act's plant provisions was prosecuted by the FWS in 1985. A cactus
dealer allegedly re-exporting cacti of Mexican origin without obtaining
a CITES permit was fined $4,000, and the plants and equipment were
seized.35 A second enforcement action involving a cactus dealer was
commenced in early 1986; charges were filed in June 1986.2s 9 Plant
protection at last is receiving some attention by the federal agencies
charged with enforcing the Act.
349. Blair Statement. supra note 339. at 258.
350. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(f).
351. 11 ENDANGERED SPEcIEs TECH. BULL.. No. 7. at 12 (July 1986).
352. Endangered Means There's Still Time, U.S. FIsK AND WILDLIFE SERVICE PAMPHLET. 15 (Dec.
1981).
353. Id.
354. id. Habitat manipulation includes techniques such as constructing dams and levees to maintain
optimal water levels for endangered species.
355. Id.
356. 48 Fed, Reg. 16, 756 (1983).
357. Id. at 16,757.
358. Memorandum from Faith T. Campbell, Natural Resources Defense Council, to ESA Contacts
(Dec. 10, 1985) (Prosecutions).
359. See supra note 221 and accompanying text.
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InternationalTrade
Regulations promulgated in the last several years should also enhance
the detection of violations involving international trade in plants. Ports
for the import, export, and re-export of listed plants were designated (as
required by Section 9((f)(1) of the Act))"W in late 1984.361 Although the
number of inspectors trained in plant identification is limited, and they
are located only where the volume of shipment of listed plants is the
greatest, the USDA has advised the FWS that it will take necessary plant
identification actions. 2 These actions include arrangements for consulting with botanists at academic institutions on an "as needed" basis and
for botanists to be available to assist personnel at any port with plant
identification duties. 6 3 Further, the USDA has agreed to provide training
as needed to6 inspectors responsible for inspection and verification of plant
shipments."
The Negative Side of ESA Implementationfor Plants
Despite the modest successes in species listing and the increased applicability of the ESA's various protective provisions to plants as well as
animals, serious questions remain about whether the ESA is achieving
its plant protection purposes. Inadequate coverage in and implementation
of the existing law leaves plant species vulnerable to loss. These inadequacies were discussed in detail during the hearings before the House
and Senate when reauthorization of the Act was considered in 1985 and
in early 1986.' The most serious deficiencies are in the areas of taking,
enforcement, and political interference.
Taking
Historically, federal and state laws have afforded less protection to
plants than to animals, although many more plant species are threatened
with extinction.' This emphasis on animals is reflected in the ESA
provisions which specifically prohibit the "taking" or destruction of any
species of endangered or threatened fish or wildlife. 7 For plants, the
360. 16 U.S.C. § 1538(f)(1).

361. 49 Fed. Reg. 42.938 (1984) (to be codified at 50 C.F.R. §24).
362. Id. at 42,939.
363. Id.
364. Id.
365. See generally 1985 House Hearings, supra note 8; Hearings Before the Subcomm. on
Environmental and Public Works, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985).
366. The FWS considers 2,517 plant species to be candidates for listing. 50 Fed. Reg. 39,526
(1985). In contrast, the FWS lists approximately 1,200 animal species as candidates. 1985 House
Hearings, supra note 8, at 77 (statement of Mrs. Niels W. Johnson, President, Garden Clubs of
America).
367. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1538(a)(1). (B), (C).
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only statutory prohibition is against "removing or reducing to possession"
endangered or threatened plants from federal lands. 3 Only listed plants
located on federal lands are protected, and then only when "reduced to
possession." The narrowness of these prohibitions means that the Act
does not adequately address many serious threats to listed plants and
plants that are candidates for listing.
The FWS has interpreted the phrase "remove and reduce to possession"
to proscribe the removal of an endangered plant only when combined
with a taking of possession.' The agency cited the collection of plants,
the transplantation of plants to non-federal property, and the gathering of
seeds or cuttings as examples of prohibited activities.370 But the FWS
also made it clear that the destruction of a plant on an area under federal
jurisdiction alone would not be violation of Section 9 since the vandal
would not have assumed possession.37 Vandals, whether with or without
intention, can cut, uproot, or otherwise destroy endangered plants on
federal lands without penalty."" Likewise, removal incident to purposes
other than taking of possession, such as development activities that physically displace an endangered plant, would not violate the regulations.3 73
The FWS also concluded that receipt of a plant that had been illegally
reduced to possession by someone else does not violate the ESA, which
allows possession of plants illegally taken or imported.37 4 The Act does
prohibit their receipt or shipment in interstate or foreign commerce or in
the course of a commercial activity, but it does not cover purely intrastate
commercial activities or non-commercial interstate shipment and receipt. 3 '
. The Act also does not address vandalism on private property. Trespassers can enter private property to take and vandalize endangered plants
without fear of the federal penalties applicable to the taking of animals. 76
Landowners frequently lack the resources to protect rare species on their
property;.77 their only remedies to deter such activities may be applicable
368. Id. §§ 1538(a)(2)(B).
369, 50 Fed. Reg. 39,681, 39,686 (1985) (to be codified at50 C.F.R. §§ 13. 17). Thus, only if
a person removes an endangered plant from an area under federal jurisdiction and continues to hold
it. would he or she violate this provision of the Act.
370. Id.
371. Id.
372. See ENDANGERED SPEcIEs Acr REAu hORI ZTON BuLL., No. 11, at 4 (Mar. 1, 1985).
373. 50 Fed. Reg. 39,681, 39.686 (1985) (to be codified at 50 C.F.R. §§ 13, 17).
374. Id.
375. See infra note 386 and accompanying text.
376. See ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT REAUTHORIZATION BuLL., No. 11,at 4 (Mar. 1, 1985); 1985

House Hearings, supra note 8,at 76-77 (statement of Mrs. Niels W. Johnson, President, Garden
Clubs of America).
377. Knowlton's cactus (Pediocacwus knowltonii), a species highly prized by private collectors
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state law, including trespass laws, that often have negligible penalties. 78
The federal law also ignores landowners who intentionally destroy
listed plants on their lands. Destruction of endangered plant species and
their habitats by owners resentful of the presence of the plants on their
property---often because they wish to develop the property without restriction-already has created a number of controversies. Antioch Dunes,
a remnant of a unique river sand dune system in California, was privately
owned when two of the plants on the property were featured on endangered
plant stamps.' The landowner, for reasons unknown, destroyed a portion
of the plants' habitat." It is ironic that a landowner could destroy the
last specimen of an endangered plant species without penalty, but if, in
the process, he harms or kills an endangered animal, he would be subject
to both fine and imprisonment." '
Further, the Act does not address commercial or private collecting on
private land for local sale, collection for home gardens, and collection
for scientific research and herbariums, all potentially damaging to populations of rare plant species.38 Some of these activities are occurring
with alarming frequency. For example, the FWS has had to withhold
information about the location of the red bond trillium (Trillium virginianum), a candidate for listing under the ESA, which is prized by gardeners desiring native plants for home landscaping. Of the three known
populations in Maryland, two are on private lands.383 Plants are also
removed from private property by over-zealous scientists. One of the
rarest carnivorous plants, the green pitcher plant (Saraceniaoenophilia),
is highly sought by specialist collectors of bog plants. Its known distribution consists of only eighteen sites in northeast Alabama and one in
northeast Georgia, with a combined area of less than five acres.' Despite
its diminishing population, the species has been heavily collected for
for its diminutive size and large flowers, was one of the first cacti to be listed as endangered under
the ESA. 44 Fed. Reg. 62,246 (1979). The location of the plant, reportedly well known to collectors.
was on private land next to a mad. Even though the landowner supported preservation efforts, he
could not keep constant watch to prevent trespassers from entering his land. Private collection
activities caused the cactus population to decrease from 5,000 to 1,500 specimens. Memorandum
from Linda McMahan and Jane MacKnight, World Wildlife Fund, to ESA Group (Jan. II, 1984),
at 4 [hereinafter Wildlife Memorandum) (available from Natural Resource Defense Council, Wash-

ington, D.C.).
378. E.g. N.Y. EvMn,. CoNsotv. L. §9-15030) (McKinney Supp. 1979) ($25 fine).

379. The Contra Costa Wallflower and the Antioch Dunes Evening Primrose were featured on
the stamps.
380. Wildlife Memorandum, supra note 377, at 2.
Acr REAUTORzAToN BuLL., No. 11, at 5 (Mar. 11, 1985).
381. ENDANGom SEc
382. See Wildlife Memorandum, supra note 377, at 1; 1985 House Hearings, supra note 8, at
76-77, 254-56.
383. Wildlife Memorandum, supra note 377. at 2.

384. 8 EDANGuu, Sre

s TecH. BuLL., No. 9, at 4 (Sept. 1983).
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inclusion in herbaria.3 "5 Recent collection for non-commercial interstate
transport has further jeopardized the species.3 "
The reasons that Congress so severely limited the scope of prohibited
plant "takings" in the ESA are rooted in the American psyche. A strong
current in American political tradition adamantly opposes federal regulation that intrudes directly into private land use decisions. That opposition
prevailed in the instance of controls on taking endangered or threatened
plants. The statute as written and construed is plainly inadequate to prevent much otherwise preventable harm to vulnerable plant populations.
Implementation and Enforcement
Implementation and enforcement of the Endangered Species Act has
long been another major problem. Numerous witnesses in the 1981 and
1982 reauthorization hearings cited examples of ways in which the Act's
directives on plants had been circumvented or ignored.387 Although Section 12 of the Act" authorized "other affected agencies" to cooperate
with the Smithsonian Institution to prepare the initial report on endangered
native plants, the FWS did not hire its first botanist until the report was
almost finished in May of 1975."" Another two years passed before the
FWS developed general rules applicable to listed plants. 3 Critics also
charged that the federal agencies responsible for implementing the Act
had failed to use the Act's powers to conserve listed species. As of
December 1981, only one recovery program had been adopted for plant
species, compared to thirty-seven for animals. 9 ' The FWS had acquired
only one habitat area that benefitted plants, and the primary justification
385. Wildlife Memorandum, supra note 377, at 5. Other local populations of rare plant species
have been extirpated by professional botanists. A group of botanists and plant conservationists has
been developing a set of guidelines for scientific collecting of native plants for use as herbarium
specimens or as research material for biochemical assay, anatomical study, or for experimental
horticulture. Though still in the planning stage, the guidelines provide valuable suggestions for
conscientious collectors, such as cautioning against the collection of multiple specimens of populations with fewer than 100 plants and encouraging the use of plants from existing collections or
from propagated sources for research. Memorandum from Faith T. Campbell, Natural Resources
Defense Council. to ESA Contacts 3 (Dec. 10, 1985). These guidelines have since been officially
adopted. Memorandum from Faith T. Campbell, Natural Resources Defense Council, to ESA Contacts
4 (July 24, 1986) (available from Natural Resource Defense Council, Washington, D.C.).
386. Campbell, supra note 385. A Florida resident traveled to Alabama to collect some of the
plants; when he returned to Florida, he sent specimens of the plant to people in other states through
the mail. Despite the presence of witnesses to collection and interstate movements of plants, there
is doubtful authority to prosecute under the ESA since these acts constituted a noncommercial sale.
See supra notes 382-85 and accompanying text.
387. See generally 1981 ESA Oversight Hearings, supra note 268, at 558-68.
388. 16 U.S.C. § 1541.
389. 1981 ESA Oversight Hearings, supra note 298, at 562.
390. Id.
391. Id.
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for purchasing the site was the conservation of two animal species."
Enforcement of provisions affording protection to plants allegedly had
also been inadequate, according to witnesses in the 1981-82 hearings.
No violators of the prohibition against interstate and foreign trade in listed
plants had been prosecuted despite the advertisement of such species in
dealers' catalogues393 and the inclusion of such plants in reports to the
Department of Agriculture as exports. 3 " The Act authorized appropriations for investigation of plant trade violations, yet the FWS had no
criminal investigators trained in plant identification,'" and APHIS had
not hired plant taxonomists or criminal investigators skilled in identifying
listed species."' Further, the FWS and APHIS had not jointly issued
regulations to designate ports through which plants could be exported
and imported" and had not licensed dealers engaged in international
trade as mandated by implementing regulations.39 As discussed above,
some of those shortcomings have been cured, or are in the process of
being cured. 9
Inadequate implementation of the Act with respect to plants, however,
continues to be a problem. After 1982, the months of field work, herbarium research, and other information that must be submitted to evaluate
a species' suitability for listing' still impedes the listing process, although
to a lesser degree than before. The qualified personnel and funding necessary for this level of investigation have not been available."' The lack
of adequate funding and skilled personnel for the activities involved in
the listing process has resulted in a substantial backlog-as of 1986,
392. See "supranote 268. The Antioch Dunes habitat in California was acquired primarily to
protect two species of endangered butterflies; the plant species were only incidentally protected. Id.
393. A survey of nursery catalogues issued in 1978 and 1979 revealed that 10 of the 19 nurseries
surveyed sold species listed as endangered or threatened. Hearingson S. 2309, supra note 314. at
104.
394. Id.
395. 1981 ESA Oversight Hearings. supra note 298, at 563. As of Oct. 1. 1980, the ESA
authorized the appropriation of funds to enable the Department of Agriculture to carry out its functions
and responsibilities with respect to the enforcement of the ESA and the CITES which pertain to the
importation or exportation of terrestrial plants. 16 U.S.C. § 1542(a)(3) (Supp. IV 1980). Appropriations for these functions are currently authorized. 16 U.S.C. § 1542(a)(3).
396. 1981 ESA Oversight Hearings. supra note 298, at 563.
397. Id. The export or import of fish, wildlife or plants listed as endangered or threatened is
prohibited except at a port or ports designated by the Secretary of the Interior. 16 U.S.C. § 1538(f).
The ports have only recently been designated. See supra notes 360-61 and accompanying text.
398. 1981 ESA Oversight Hearings. supra note 298, at 563.
399. See supra notes 360-64 and accompanying text.
400. A status review is required before a species can be listed. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(l)(A).
401. President Reagan's proposed FY 1987 budget would decrease the funds for listing by S134.000
and retain the same number of staff members (58) to fulfill listing responsibilities. The efficiency
of the listing process is not likely to improve with such levels of support. Memorandum from Faith
T. Campbell. Natural Resources Defense Council. to ESA Contacts 2 (Feb. 26. 1986) (hereinafter
February 26 Memorandum].
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almost nine hundred species in Category I-that qualify as candidates
but are neither proposed nor listed because of insufficient information to
warrant proposals.' ° Even though the 1982 amendments streamlined the
Act's listing process, only about eighteen plant species per year have
since been listed. ' 3 If future listings proceed at this rate, it will take over
a century to list those species already known to be eligible for the Act's
protection. Species that are candidates for listing are virtually unprotected.
Although candidate species receive some consideration by federal agencies in environmental planning,' this consideration is only voluntary.
As the FWS explained in the latest Notice of Review of plant taxa being
considered for listing, "while it is prudent to take candidate taxa into
account in environmental planning, none of the substantive or procedural
provisions of the Act apply to a species that is designated as a candidate
for listing."405
Likewise, Congress has made it clear that proposed species do not
qualify for formal consideration. The Conference Committee Report from
the 1979 amendments indicated that the purpose of a listing proposal is
to determine whether a species is endangered or threatened and should
be listed, and that protections of the ESA should not apply until a species
has been formally listed.' Federal agencies therefore are not required
to enter into formal consultation under Section 1536(a)(4) if their actions
might injure proposed species.'0 7
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals recently relied on this legislative
history in denying an injunction to halt a construction project that would
adversely affect a plant species proposed for listing. ' The court emphasized that only two provisions of'the ESA expressly protect proposed
species. One requires the issuance of a biological assessment to determine
whether a proposed species is likely to be affected by an action.' The
other requires federal agencies to enter into informal discussions with the
FWS
aboutRelying
the possible
impact
of Committee
agency actions
on proposed
species.40
on theadverse
discussion
in the
Report,
the court
held that the Act did not require federal agencies to enter into formal
consultation and to forego making resource commitments which could
result in an action adversely affecting proposed species.'
402. 50 Fed. Reg. 39,526, 39,527 (1985).
403. Sixty-three plant species were listed between late-1981 and mid-1986, I ENDANGERED SPEcIEs TECH. BuLL., No. 7, at 12 (July 1986).
404. 50 Fed. Reg. 39,526, 39,527 (1985). See supra notes 331-33 and accompanying text.
405. Id.
406. H.R. REP. No. 96-697, 96th Cong., IstSess. 13 (1979).
407. Id.
408. Enos v. Marsh, 769 F2d 1363 (9th Cir. 1985).
409. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(c)(1).
410. Id. § 1536(a)(4).
411. Enos v. Marsh, 769 F.2d, at 1367-70 (9th Cir. 1985).
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Since proposed and candidate species receive little protection under
the Act, a delay in listing may result in a further decline in an already
limited plant population."' Delay can also narrow the range of available
conservation options. Relatively inexpensive alternatives such as re-routing development projects at the planning stage may be precluded. Only
expensive
"last ditch" efforts with great potential for conflict may re4 13
main.
Inadequate enforcement of federal laws remains an obstacle to effective
plant protection. Despite reports of collecting and destruction of protected
plants and habitats,41 4 the government has commenced only one ESA
prosecution"" (and one for violation of the Lacey Act 16 ) with respect to
plants. This lack of enforcement can be attributed to a number of factors.
First, the FWS has an inadequate staff to police the vast areas of federally
owned land, especially in the West. 47 The Forest Service manages approximately 191 million acres of forest and grasslands; the Bureau of
Land Management is responsible for over 300 million acres of public
land; neither agency has enough staff members to effectively monitor the
hundreds of endangered and threatened animal and plant species that
occur on such large areas.41 8
The pattern of federal, state, and private land ownership in many
western states also complicates enforcement by making it difficult to prove
that a particular specimen came from federal land. Unless the thief is
caught "red-handed", a violator who has reduced a plant to possession
under the terms of the ESA but who is on private land at the time he is
caught may be safe from prosecution unless the government has sufficient
evidence that the specimen was taken from federal property."t"
A further obstacle to enforcement is the specialized knowledge required
412. For instance, the Arizona agave, a desert succulent, occurred in a dozen or more sites in
1980; today, a single site with just 3 plants remains. 1985 House Hearings. supra note 8. at 42-43
(statement of Michael J. Bean, Environmental Defense Fund).
413. Id.
414. E.g.. 10 ENDANGERED SPECIEs TECH. BULL., No. I. at I, 7 (Jan. 1985) (reporting damage
to cacti populations in New Mexico from ORV's and illegal collecting by dealers).
415. FWS fined a cactus dealer $4.000 for re-exporting cacti of Mexican origin without obtaining
a CUTS permit. Memorandum from Faith T. Campbell, Natural Resources Defense Council. to
ESA Contacts 2 (Dec. 10, 1985) (available from Natural Resources Defense Council. Washington,
D.C.).
416. Id. In Michigan. a couple was fined $1.000 for shipping interstate about 4.000 lady slipper
orchids in violation of Michigan law. See infra § VI.
417. Lacey Act Amendments of 1981: Hearingson H.R. 1638 Before the Subcomm. on Fisheries
and Wildlife Conservation and the Environment of the House Comm. on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, 97th Cong., Ist Sess. 320 (1981) [bereinafter 1981 Lacey Act Hearings]. E.g., only 3
rangers patrolled 516 square miles of the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument. Id.
418. February 26 Memorandum, supra note 401, at 3.
419. According to the current regulations, a person must both remove and possess a plant from
federal land to violate the law. 50 Fed. Reg. 39,681. 39,686 (1985) (to be codified at 50 C.FR.

§ 17).
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for accurate identification of protected species. Many listed species are
small, inconspicuous plants without showy flowers or other easily distinguishable features. Because they are rare, they may be unfamiliar to
all but the most skilled botanists. Few enforcement officials have the
training necessary to identify them."2"
Politics
Inadequacies in the ESA itself with respect to plant protection are
compounded by continual changes in the Act and lack of administrative
support. Frequent amendments and the corresponding regulatory revisions
continue to hamper effective implementation of the Act for all species.
Supporters of longer reauthorization periods charge that this "endless
tinkering" with the Act has kept the FWS in a constant state of revisionary
rulemaking, resulting in instability, uncertainty, inefficiency, and misallocation of limited resources within the program.,"' For example, the
Section 7 consultation requirements mandated by the 1978 amendments
were not completed until February, 1980, two months after additional
amendments were enacted into law.4 2 The FWS used these rules for only
two years before Congress began considering more changes in the law.
Other regulations required by the 1982 amendments were proposed on
June 29, 1983, but were not complete in 1985. 2 Critics of such changes
question the ability of Congress to make sound judgments on alleged
problems with the ESA that are never based on more than eighteen months
experience with any given version of the law.42
The apparent lack of commitment by the Reagan Administration to
endangered species protection in general and to plant conservation in
particular is disturbing to some. They. allege that the FWS has concentrated on listing only species least likely to impede development and thus
least likely to benefit from the Act's protections. 25 Most recently listed
species occur only on non-federal lands and are not imminently threatened
by federal activities or collecting pressures. 2 ' Critics of the Reagan
Administration also dispute its claim that it has the most impressive record
with respect to species recovery under the ESA. They assert that the socalled "recovery" of species is attributable to factors other than admin420. Lack of plant identification skills has often been cited as one of the most serious impediments
to effective enforcement of plant protection laws. See e.g., Campbell. supra note 215, at 220.
421. 1985 House Hearings, supra note 8, at 66 (statement of Dr. Robert P. Davison, National
Wildlife Federation).
422. Id. at 69.
423. Id.
424. Id. Congress adjourned in 1986 without having re-authorized the Act. ENDANGERED SPECIS
REAUTHoRIZATION BuL., No. 14, at I (Aug. 1986).
425. M. Bean, Undermining the Plant Protection Effort, GARDEN 2 (July/Aug. 1984).
426. Id.
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istrative support of the recovery programs, such as prohibitions on uses
of pesticides.427
The Reagan Administration also has attempted to narrow the scope and
focus of the Section 7 consultation process. The proposed revisions would
allow a plant population to be4 2destroyed if it is critical to the species'
"recovery" but not its survival. Such a literal and legalistic (and likely
4
erroneouse)
reading of the Act would weaken the ability of the FWS to.
prevent population-by-population loss of listed plant species. 3 '
Budget cuts recommended by President Reagan for fiscal year 1987
support these allegations. Under the proposed budget, the endangered
species regulatory program would be cut by twenty-three percent, law
enforcement funding would be reduced significantly, and funds for all
land acquisition, including that for endangered species' habitats, and for
cooperative agreements with the states, would be eliminated. 3 ' The
Administration justified the proposed elimination of funds for states on
the ground that state tax checkoff programs for endangered and non-game
species could adequately supplant federal funds. 2 Since many of these
state programs do not authorize the expenditure of the funds for plant
protection, they are unlikely to substitute for programs supported by funds
from cooperative agreements.

Failure to implement the ESA is in part a function of the fact that plants
lack the emotional appeal of animals; the death of a plant is not as offensive
as the death of a seal pup or a snow leopard. Many also have a misconception that wild plants can be maintained successfully in ex-situ habitats,
such as botanical gardens, thus obviating the need to preserve plant life
in its native habitat. Further, in response to decisions such as Tennessee
Valley Authority v. Hill,433 many people resist efforts to provide for protection of such natural resources fearing that an unwarranted emphasis
on natural habitat in protective statutory provisions will hinder valuable
development.43 Unless these attitudes change, the federal plant protection
effort is unlikely to achieve the goals Congress set for it in the ESA.
The Endangered Species. Act is the main weapon in the federal arsenal
427. 1985 House Hearings. supra note 8, at 41 (statement of Michael Bean, Environmental
Defense Fund).
428. Id.
429. Cf. Sierra Club v. Clark, 755 F.2d 608 (th Cir. 1985).
430. M. Bean, supra note 425, at 4.
431. February 26 Memorandum, supra note 401, at 2. Congress, however, by continuing resolution approved increases in funding for listing, law enforcement, and recovery programs, and it
allocated over $4 million for grants to states during fiscal year 1987. Memorandum from Faith T.
Campbell. Natural Resources Defense Council, to ESA Contacts I (Nov. 1986) (available from
Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington, D.C.).
432. Id.
433. 437 U.S. 153 (1978).
434. See generally, 1978 Legislative History, supra note 261.
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for defense of the country's natural floral legacy, but not the only one.
In 1981, Congress expanded the reach of the 1900 Lacey Act to encompass
interstate transportation of illegally taken plants. The Lacey Act goes far
beyond the ESA in this respect, because it serves as a backstop for state
plant preservation efforts as well.
THE LACEY ACT
Act4 "

The Lacey
of May 25, 1900, was the earliest federal wildlife
act. 36 Its original purposes were to strengthen and supplement state wildlife conservation laws and to promote the interest of agriculture and
horticulture by prohibiting the importation of wildlife determined to be
injurious to those interests.1 7 Since 1900, the Lacey Act has been amended
numerous times to expand these original purposes. The amendments with
the most significant impact on plant protection were enacted in 1981.
Need for Control of Commerce in Protected Plants
Before 1981, Lacey Act provisions prohibiting certain dealings in specimens taken, transported, or sold in violation of state, federal, or foreign
law applied only to wild animals other than migratory birds, mollusks,
and crustaceans. 3 The penalties for violations of the Act were inadequate
to provide an effective deterrent to those involved in illegal trade in species
and species parts covered by the Act. 39
Statements during the hearings preceding the enactment of the 1981
amendments emphasized the importance of plant protection and the potential of the Lacey Act to provide a unifying framework for the enforcement of state, federal, and foreign laws protecting plants. ' The absence
of Lacey Act authority over plants taken or traded illegally from other
countries allowed an extensive illegal trade in plants to flourish."' Significant increases" in United States imports of rare orchids, cacti, carnivorous plants, and other species valued by collectors were creating
pressures on plant populations in a number of foreign countries. 443 Al435. 16 U.S.C. §§701, 3371-78 and 18 U.S.C. §42 (1982) (Current version).
436. Lacey Act Overview, 8 TRAFnc (U.S.A). No. 3 (1984) Ihereinafter Lacev Act Overview).
437. Id.: M. BEAN. supra note 130, at 105.
438. 18 U.S.C. §43 (1976) (repeated 1981).
439. See Lacey Act Overview, supra note 436, at i.
440. 1981 Lacey Act Hearings. supra note 417, at 268 (statement of Nicole Duplaix, Director
of TRAmIC (U.S.A..))
441. Data indicated that plant society memberships, imports and exports of rare species, and
nurseries dealing in cacti, orchids, and carnivorous plants had increased dramatically since the 1960s.
Id. at 31, 312 (statement of Faith T. Campbell, Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington,

D.C.).
442. Imports of tropical foliage plants had grown from $50 million in the 1960s to over S100
million in 1974. id.
443. Id. at 269 (statement of Nicole Duplaix, Director of TRAFFIC (U.S.A.)).
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though some countries had laws to protect their native flora, some lacked
the resources to implement effective export controls. When illegal exports
reached the United States, officials were powerless to confiscate them.'"
Collecting as an avocation was threatening plant species in the United
States as well. Increases in trade of tropical foliage plants and the expansion of clubs devoted to the collection of rare plant species resulted
in a rapid proliferation of businesses"' and individual harvesters"' to
satisfy the growing demand for plants. Because of economic and techological problems associated with artificially propagating some of the
more coveted species, many plant dealers relied on wild-collected plants
to supply their customers." These collections were depleting plant populations on state and federal as well as private lands.'
State efforts to control trade in state-protected plant species had often
been hampered by the lack of state jurisdiction over plant sales occurring
beyond state borders and the absence of complementary federal controls.' 9 Since the market for certain commercially valuable plants, including cacti, orchids, and carnivorous plants, was quite lucrative,'" °
dealers and private collectors often violated existing state laws enacted
to prohibit commercial exploitation of rare plants.4 " The ESA could
provide protection only to state-listed species that had also been officially
listed as endangered or threatened under the federal law. 2 Only a few
species could benefit from the protective measures authorized by the ESA
since, at the time of the 1981 hearings, only sixty-two plants had been
listed. 45 3
The 1981 Lacey Act Amendments
The 1981 amendments applied'thb Lacey Act provisions to all wild
animals, including those bred in captivity,' and to plants indigenous to
444. Id.
445. By 1979, there were at least 109 registered nurseries in California dealing in cacti; 45
nurseries specialized in carnivourous plants. Id. at 312 (statement of Faith T. Campbell, Natural
Resources Defense Council, Washington, D.C.).

446. Over 500 cactus "haulers" were harvesting cacti from the desert in Arizona. ld.
447. Plant propagators have difficulty competing with those who harvest from the wild due to
costs associated with building greenhouses and other propagation facilities. Many rare species, such
as cacti and orchids, require special conditions for germination and development and take many

years to attain a marketable size. Id.
448. Id. at 315.
449. Id. at 320-21, 324.
450. Giant saguaro cacti currently command as much as $20 per foot. and more if they have
branches. A prize specimen such as a crested saguaro can bring up to $6,000. Banks, Our Cacti
Have Met the Enemies-And They are Us. 11 SMTmsoN"il, No. 9, at 95, 100 (1980).

451. 1981 Lacey Act Hearings, supra note 417, at 315. Some cactus nurseries evidently collected
and sold species that had been formally listed as endangered or threatened.
452. See supra notes 340-42 and accompanying text.
453. 1981 Lacey Act Hearings, supra note 417, at321, 322.

454. 16 U.S.C. f3371(a).
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any state that are listed in any appendix to CITES or listed pursuant to
any state law that provides for the conservation of species threatened with
extinction."" The applicability of the Lacey Act to these categories of
plants provides valuable supplementary enforcement authority to regulate
shipment of species subject to international trade and species protected
by state law. The Act will be especially beneficial to states with comprehensive plant protection programs, such as California, New Mexico,
Arizona, Michigan, Florida, and North Carolina.4 "'
The Lacey Act also offers an important avenue of protection for plants
that is not provided by the ESA. Currently, the ESA does not prohibit
the possession of plants after an illegal taking or importation."' Thus, it
does not cover purely intrastate commercial activities or non-commercial
interstate shipment and receipt. 5 The Lacey Act amendments of 1981
make it unlawful for any person "to import, export, transport, sell, receive, acquire, or purchase any fish or wildlife or plant taken or possessed
in violation of any law, treaty, or regulation of the United States." 4 The
final FWS rule revising its plant regulations emphasizes that the Lacey
Act prohibits the possession of plants after an illegal taking or importation.'
In addition to broadening the scope of the Act, the 1981 amendments
significantly increased the penalties for violations. The maximum criminal
fine was raised from $10,000 to $20,000, and the maximum jail sentence
went from one to five years."i These penalties apply to importers, exporters, or those engaged in the purchase or sale of protected species if
they knowingly took, possessed, transported, or sold them in violation
of an underlying law.'62 They apply, however, only to importers and
exporters of specimens with a market value of at least $350.' These
limitations make it difficult to prosecute amateur collectors and hobbyists
who deal in specimens with no identifiable market or with no easilydeterminable market value.'
Officials charged with plant protection are hopeful that the Lacy Act

amendments will serve as a deterrent to illegal traffic in state protected
455. Id. §3371(f). Violation of foreign plant conservation laws still is not covered by the Act.
Id. § 3372(a)(2)(B).
456. 6 ENDANGERED SPECIES TECH. BuL... No. 12. at I. 5 (Dec. 1981).
457. 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(2)(B) (1982). See also 50 Fed. Reg. 39,681. 39,686 (1985) (to be
codified at 50 C.F.R. § 17). See supra notes 374-75 and accompanying text.
458. 50 Fed. Reg. 39.681, 39.686 (1985).
459. 16 U.S.C. §3372(a)(1).
460. 50 Fed. Reg. 39,681, 39,686 (1985).
461. 16 U.S.C. §3373(d)(1).

462. Id.
463. Id. § 3373(d)(1)(B).
464. To deter intentional poaching, it has been suggested that an indictment should be sought
when one of the following criteria has been met:
1.The poached specimen(s) exceed some reasonable monetary value; or
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plant species.' In the past, existing state plant conservation programs
have been hampered by the lack of state jurisdiction over plant sales
occurring beyond their borders. Some suppliers have not hesitated to
violate state laws enacted to prohibit commercial exploitation of rare
plants.' The ESA does not effectively remedy such interstate commercial
activity because only a few of the species identified in the Smithsonian
report as endangered or threatened have been officially listed. The Lacey
Act thus provides additional support for any state with a. comprehensive
plant protection program.
CONCLUSION
The United States has awakened to the need for preservation of its
genetic plant heritage, as it has to related environmental problems. Although federal plant protection law has evolved rapidly in the past few
years, experience under the Western Hemisphere and CITES Conventions,
the Endangered Species Act, and the Lacey Act illustrates the shortcomings of federal law for husbanding rare and vulnerable plant species.
These shortcomings are evident not only in the implementation and enforcement of the laws, but also in the laws themselves. To some extent,
Congress and the FWS have put plant preservation on the back burner
while devoting more resources and attention to other, more pressing
problems. American plant law remains primitive in comparison to American wildlife law, but further evolution is likely.
The most serious problem of federal plant protection law is its emphasis
on saving single species faced with extinction to the relative exclusion
of a broader protective focus. Limited efforts are bound to be counterproductive in the wider context of all flora so long as they ignore the
causes that will bring the other species to severe depletion. Wildlife
management in the country has long adopted as a main theme the notion
that habitat maintenance, enhancement, and protection is the most effective management tool, and wildlife managers attempt to monitor species'
overall populations to prevent such declines. The differences between
plants and animals often are significant. We do not in this article advocate
sweeping, immediate elevation of flora to a legal status equal to that
enjoyed by some fauna species. We do, however, contend that the conceptual advances in wildlife protection should be adapted in the plant
context-and extended to encompass the notion of ecosystem preservation.
2. The specimen(s) belong to a species listed as endangered by a state law or on Appendix I of
CrrES; or
3. The accused has been convicted on one previous violation of a federal, state, or Indian tribal
conservation law during the past five years.
1981 Lacey Act Hearings, supra note 417. at 325.
465. 6 ENDANOm Sp'.mS TE . BULL., No. 12, at I (Dec. 1981).
466. Id. See supra notes 447-52 and accompanying text.

